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1. MAIN REQUIREMENTS TO CONTROLLED ELECTRIC DRIVES AND 
THEIR MAIN FEATURES 

1.1. Definition of a controlled drive 

A controlled electric drive (CED) is a complex (Fig. 1.1) including motor and converting-
regulating device (CRD). 

M

Converting-
regulating

device

Supply
source

Operating
machine

Operator
or

higher level
automatic

THE CONTROLLED ELECTRIC DRIVE.
FUNCTIONAL DIAGRAM

 
 

Fig. 1.1. Generalized functional diagram of the controlled drive 

CED is connected: 

• with operating machine (mechanism), and main requirements to controlled drive are ones 
from the mechanism; 

• with supply source (power system), and we have to take into account requirements from the 
power system; 

• with operator or with automatic system of the higher level; drive receives commands for its 
regimes from this side. 
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1.2. Main requirements to controlled drive 

1.2.1. Speed control in required range 

We have to provide smooth speed control (position control – in some cases) and to provide 
required speed range. Speed range is defined as follows: 

Rv = vst.max/ vst.min . 

But this relation is considered with a condition that relative speed deviation from reference level 
is situated within definite limits: 

|∆v|max/vref.min < δv. 

There are two main causes for speed deviation. The first one is insufficient accuracy of speed 
measuring (for drives without velocity sensor). The second and the most important one is 
dynamic speed deviation while load changes (Fig. 1.2). 

Fig. 1.2. Dynamic speed changes 

A universal guaranty is to provide tolerance for speed within the limits δv = 0.1 for a step of load 
torque equal to rated torque. But this is a very hard condition. 

1.2.2. Acceleration-deceleration with adjusted rate 

Smooth acceleration-deceleration processes are to be provided while transition from every initial 
state of the drive to the established state (Fig. 1.3).  
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Fig. 1.3. An example of time diagram for velocity and acceleration 

For some application limiting of jerk is required – limiting of rate not only for speed but for 
acceleration also (it is shown on Fig. 1.3). 

1.2.3. Limiting of torque, power, currents 

1.2.4. Minimization of energy losses in drive 

It is necessary to provide regimes of drive most close to optimal ones from the point of view of 
energy losses. 

1.2.5. Electromagnet compatibility with power supply system 

Controlled drive acts unfavorably on supply system and through this system on adjacent electric 
equipment: 

• AC controlled drives with some kinds of frequency converter consumes reactive power from 
supply; this reactive power increases energy losses in supply network and causes voltage 
changes in load node to which drive is connected; 

• current consumed by controlled drive includes higher harmonics that distorts voltage in load 
node; an example of current form is shown in Fig. 1.4; 

• sharp changes of active power of a modern controlled drive transferred immediately in 
supply system and cause changes of the instantaneous frequency; because of that sharp 
changes of torque are possible for non-controlled AC drives supplied from the same system. 

If power of CED is too high for a concrete power supply system it is necessary to use special 
kinds of frequency converter or additional filtering-compensating devices in the power system. 
Advanced converters are preferable ones solving problems of harmonics and reactive power. 
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Fig. 1.4. An example of phase current on CED input from power supply 

From other side, disturbances in power supply system influence on controlled drive. These are 
deep voltage drops and voltage distortions.  

If voltage drop is too deep, converting-regulating device (CRD) isn't able to provide necessary 
regime of drive. And more, in some cases control system isn't able to restore drive regime after 
voltage restoration.  

Voltage distortion from higher harmonics of neighbor power consumer influence on controlled 
drive in two directions:  

• synchronization with power supply becomes more difficult for CRD with controlled 
converter on supply side; 

• filter on supply side, existing in some advanced CRD, is charged additionally by higher 
harmonics from neighbor power consumers; in definite cases resonance is possible with 
over-voltage on capacitors of mentioned filter.  

1.3. General structure of CED and its components 

1.3.1. CED without and with closed-loop automatic control system 

Genuine controlled drive is the drive with the closed-loop automatic control system. Only such 
drive has enough information on motor and frequency converter. It operates in accordance with 
the universal principle of feedback. 

1.3.2. General structural diagram of CED and its links 

A structural diagram is a graphical expression of drive equations. We’ll consider relative values 
for all the variables except time: 

• velocity v* = ω/Ωmb ,  (Ωmb – base angle velocity); 

• velocity reference vref* = ωref/ Ωmb; 
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• velocity command vc* = ωc/ Ωmb; 

• motor electromagnet torque M* = M/Mb , (Mb – base torque); 

• load torque Mc* = Mc/Mb. 
Structural diagram is represented on Fig. 1.5. 
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Fig. 1.5. Generalized structural diagram of a controlled drive 

Structural diagram includes links and summing elements connected one with another. Each link 
has input and output. The output variable is changed depending on input variable. Links of this 
diagram are as follows: 

• link of mechanical move; 

• closed loop of torque control; 

• speed regulator; 

• rate limiter (velocity ramp). 

An equation for link of mechanical move is: 

Tj dv*/dt = M* − Mc*, or Tj pv* = M* − Mc*. 

Here p = d/dt – operator of derivation on time, Tj – electromechanical time constant: 

Tj = J Ωmb /Mb, 

J – moment of inertia for motor with mechanism. 

Link of torque loop expresses dependence of motor electromagnet torque from torque reference. 

Speed regulator forms a torque reference in dependence of velocity deviation i.e. from 
difference between speed reference and measured speed. 

Speed ramp limits a rate for change of speed reference and in such a way limits acceleration-
deceleration. 

1.4. Speed regulator 

Structural and functional diagrams of speed regulators are represented in Fig. 1.6. The simplest 
speed regulator is proportional (P) one. Its equation is: 
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Mref* = kP (vref* - v*). 

Coefficient of a regulator is: 

kP = Ωv Tj. 

Here Ωv – speed loop bandwidth. It defines quick-response of the control loop. 
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Fig. 1.6. Velocity regulators 
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P regulator is represented on the functional diagram as square with response of this link inside. 
Functional diagram is the simplest diagram of automatic system. It explains operation of the 
system. Linear links are represented on functional diagram with their responses; non-linear links 
are represented with their “input-output” curves. Response is the process on link output while 
link input is a unity step. 

Disadvantage of P regulator is a steady-state velocity deviation depending on load. The more is 
a load torque Mc* the more is a necessary torque reference Mref* and because of this the more is a 
speed deviation (vref* - v*). 

If drive must be astatic one to load then proportional-integral (PI) regulator is used. It is shown 
on diagram also. An additional integrator is here. Commonly accepted relation for output signal 
of this integrator is: 

M J ref* = (Ωv /2) (1/p) MP ref* = (Ωv
2 Tj/2)(1/p)*(vref* - v*). 

Coefficient of integrator is proportional to Ωv
2. 

1.5. Responses of speed control loop 

If we consider speed reference as only one input of the speed control loop it is possible to 
represent this closed loop as a complicated link and we can consider its response (Fig. 1.7, 1.8). 
Responses are shown for P and for PI speed regulator. Characteristics correspond to mentioned 
choice of coefficients for regulators. 

Fig. 1.7. Response of speed loop with P regulator 

Both responses are oscillating processes with forced damping. Response for P case has small 
over-regulation – approximately 8 %. Over-regulation for PI case is approximately 53 %. 
Sometimes they use an additional filter on the reference input to avoid essential over-regulation. 
Response for such case is shown also (Fig. 1.9). Over-regulation here is only 6 %. But quick-
response is decreased approximately two-times in comparison with case of P regulator with the 
same loop bandwidth. 
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Fig. 1.8. Response of speed loop with PI regulator 
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Fig. 1.9. Response of speed loop with PI regulator and additional filter on the reference input 
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1.6. Static characteristics 

Represented characteristics (Fig. 1.10) show dependence of velocity upon external influences: 
velocity reference and load torque. 

CONTROLLED ELECTRIC DRIVE. STEADY-STATE CHARACTERISTICS
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Fig. 1.10. Static characteristics of controlled drive 

No-load speed coincides with speed reference. Dependence of speed upon torque is absolutely 
hard one for case of PI regulator and this dependence slopes with P regulator. Torque limiting is 
shown on characteristics that are used usually in controlled drives. 

1.7. Type influences and type processes 

External influences for speed control loop are speed reference and load torque as it was 
mentioned. These influences are different ones for different mechanisms. In many cases these 
influences are stochastic ones in general. But to value quality of drive and to compare drives 
definite type influences are used: 

• step change of the speed reference rate (change of derivative of speed reference); 

• step of load torque.  

Processes caused by type influences are shown in Fig. 1.11, 1.12. Electromagnet torque and 
deviation of speed from speed reference are shown there. 

Processes for torque while type influences are the same as response of speed loop. There is 
essential torque over-regulation in drive with PI regulator.  
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Process of speed deviation with P regulator is characterized by steady-state deviation and small 
over-regulation – approximately 5 %. For PI regulator static deviation is absent. But dynamic 
speed drop is almost the same as static drop with P regulator. Thus PI regulator doesn’t remove 
speed drop while load step, it only restores speed. And an essential torque over-regulation is 
necessary for quick restoration of speed. 
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Fig. 1.11. Type influences and type processes of controlled drive; P speed regulator 
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Fig. 1.12. Type influences and type processes of controlled drive; PI speed regulator 
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Knowledge of transients is necessary first of all for a correct choice of equipment. If speed 
restoration is necessary we have to provide resource in drive torque. And we have to take into 
account dynamic speed drop solving the problem of speed range. 

1.8. Speed range and dynamic speed drop 

As it was mentioned above we have to provide small speed deviations for a wide speed range. As 
we saw dynamic speed drop is approximately 

    ∆v* ≅ ∆Mc*/kP, 

thus speed range may be expressed in such a way: 

RV < vmax* kP δV/∆Mc*. 

For example controlled asynchronous drive 1336 Force without speed sensor provides maximal 
value for coefficient of quality kPmax = 25, and for universal hard condition: δV = 0.1, ∆Mc* =1, 
speed range is provided only RV < 2.5 : 1. 

It is possible to note features that limit parameter kPmax for concrete drives: 

• pulsations of speed feedback signal and necessity of their filtration (especially with indirect 
speed measuring); 

• limited bandwidth for speed control loop. 

Because of that we have to be carefully choosing controlled drive for a mechanism that requires 
wide speed range. It is necessary to take into account real changes of load and real tolerance for 
speed. 

With incorrect choice drive will move jumping with low speed. 

1.9. Conclusions for the chapter 

1. Widely accepted approach to controlled drives is based on use of typical regulation and 
dynamic features. These features don’t depend in the main upon kind of drive (upon kind of 
motor and converter). This approach allows to create working machines with known in advance 
features of drives. From other side they try to provide typical features of drives while their 
development and adjustment. 

2. Choice of motor and supplying converter must be defined with full complex of requirements 
from mechanism including requirements to dynamics (for example necessity to restore speed 
while quick load changes). 

3. Dynamical features of drive define not only its quick-responsibility in following speed 
command but its speed range also. Important factor of drive quality is mentioned coefficient kP. 
This coefficient is even more demonstrative feature than bandwidth of speed control loop. 
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2. ASYNCHRONOUS MOTOR AS A COMPONENT OF DRIVE 

2.1. Asynchronous motor 

Squirrel cage asynchronous motor is represented schematically on Fig. 2.1. 

ASYNCHRONOUS MACHINE

isUisU

isV

isV
isW

isW

 
Fig. 2.1. Asynchronous motor 

Main components are stator and rotor. They are assembled from sheets of electro technical steel. 
Tree-phase winding is placed in slots of stator. Squirrel cage is placed in slots of rotor. This cage 
is substituted for analysis by two windings in two orthogonal axes. 

2.2. Operation principle 

Lines of magnet field cross conductors of rotor and induct currents in them (Fig. 2.2). Forces act 
in magnet field on conductors with currents. Forces are directed in such a way that the field 
attracts rotor. In working regimes the field diagram is rotating. If rotor is rotating with less speed 
the field is attracting rotor forward and electromagnet torque is positive one. In other case 
negative breaking torque is produced. 

We considered two-pole motor – its magnet field has two poles. Motors are used with several 
pole pairs. In such motor they consider separately geometrical and so called electrical angles: 

γ = pp γm, 

where γm,  γ - geometrical and electrical angles, pp – number of pole pairs. Mechanical angle 
velocity of rotor is pp times less than electrical one. 
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Fig. 2.2. Operation principle of asynchronous motor and real forces 

Because conductors of stator and rotor are placed in slots of magnet core real moving forces are 
transmitted through teeth of magnet core. Forces act on conductors that only push them into slots  
(Fig. 2.2). 

2.3. Relative variables and parameters of asynchronous motor 

Variables and parameters of asynchronous machine are often considered as relative values. A 
relative value is a relation of variable (or parameter) to defined base value. Relative current for 
example is 

i* = i/Ib. 

Other relative values are defined like this one. As for time and time constants they use for them 
absolute values usually. 

There are different possibilities for choice of base values. Usually they use following primary 
base values: 

• base voltage: Ub = Us.phNm – this is magnitude of stator phase voltage in rated regime; 

• base current: Ib  = IsNm – this is magnitude of stator phase current in rated regime; 

• base angle frequency in rad/s: Ωb = ΩsN – angle frequency of stator currents in rated regime. 

• base angle velocity in rad/s: Ωmb = ΩmsN – rotor synchronous angle velocity with rated 
frequency of stator currents. 

Other base values are expressed through primary ones: 

• Pb = Qb = Sb = (3/2) Usb Isb = SN – base power equal to rated full power of stator; 
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• Mb = Pb /Ωmb – base torque (it is more than rated torque); 

• Rb = Xb = Zb = Ub/Ib – base resistances; 

• Lb= Xb/Ωb – base inductance; 

• Ψb= Ub/Ωb – base flux linkage. 

Rotor values are considered as reduced to stator, i. e. rotor base current creates in air gap the 
same magnet field as stator currents in rated regime. 

We shall not use index * further for relative values. Only time and time constants will be 
considered as absolute values as it was mentioned. 

What is an advantage of relative values? First of all relative parameters of the machine are 
varied within enough narrow limits. For example if we consider 4-poles asynchronous motors  
5 kW – 10 MW with different rated voltages their magnetizing inductance is placed in limits  
Lm = 2.5-4, their leakage inductance is placed in limits Lσ = 0.13-0.2 and so on. This permits to 
orient us on averaged parameters. 

2.4. Representing vectors and their physical sense 

Representing vectors are a base of vector control that is used in most of modern controlled AC 
drives. 

For motor with Y stator connection example, representing vector of stator currents is a vector, 
for that projections on the phase axes for each moment of time are equal to instantaneous values 
of corresponding phase currents (Fig. 2.3). Like this other representing vectors are defined.  

U
α

β

V W

isV

-isW

isU = isα

isβ

is

AXES OF STATOR AND REPRESENTING VECTOR OF
STATOR CURRENTS

 
 

Fig. 2.3. Stator axes and representing vector of stator currents 

If all the representing vectors are rotating with angle velocity ω, then phase currents are: 
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isU = Is cos (ωt + α), 

isV = Is cos (ωt +  α − 2π/3), 

isW = Is cos (ωt +   α + 2π/3). 

We see symmetrical 3-phase currents system. And in opposite, symmetrical 3-phase currents 
system creates rotating vectors and rotating magnet field. For multi-poles machine geometrical 
angle velocity and electrical angle frequency don’t coincide. Geometrical angle velocity is pp 
times less. For this case they represent vectors for equivalent 2-poles machine. All the angles on 
vector diagram are electrical angles.  

Each representing vector may be characterized fully by its projections on stator axes α, β. Axis  
α coincides with axis of U winding, axis β is orthogonal leading one. This is used not only for 
analysis. There are signals in control device that correspond to these projections and are 
proportional to them numerically.  

We gave a mathematical definition for representing vectors. But some vectors have an important 
physical sense. Stator currents representing vector is characterizes direction and intensity of 
magnet field in air gap that is created by stator currents (and only by them) – magnet motive 
forces (MMF) on different directions. This vector characterizes also distribution of currents in 
conductors of stator; representing vector of current density js is shifted for –90 degrees in 
comparison with vector is, and as a relative value has equal module (Fig. 2.4). 

uMsm
uMsr

STATOR CURRENTS MMF AND
REPRESENTING VECTOR

is
js

r

 
Fig. 2.4. MMFs from stator currents on different radial directions uMsr, representing  

vector of stator currents is, representing vector of stator currents density js 
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Most important physical sense has vector ψδ  of main magnet flux (magnet flux in air gap). It 
differs from vector of stator flux linkages because of stator leakage flux: 

          ψδ = ψs - Lsσ is, 

where Lsσ  is stator leakage inductance. Vector ψδ characterizes direction and intensity of 
resulting magnet field in air gap (Fig. 2.5).  

MAGNET FIELD IN AIR GAP AND
REPRESENTING VECTOR OF MAIN FLUX

Bm
Br

ψδ

r

 
  

Fig. 2.5. Induction of resulting magnet field in air gap and vector of main flux 

With rough approximation it is possible to suppose that main flux coincides with rotor flux: 

ψr ≈ ψs – Lσ is, 

where Lσ is a sum leakage inductance. 

2.5. Main relations for AM and its vector diagram 

We’ll use most primitive relations for AM. 

Corresponding with rule of electromagnet induction, stator phase voltage is expressed through 
current and flux linkage of this phase: 

usU = Rs isU + (p/Ωb) ψsU, 

and for representing vectors: 

us(α, β) = Rs is(α, β) + (p/Ωb) ψs(α, β). 

Usually they use for AM a coordinate system 1, 2, connected with vector ψr (designations d, q 
are used usually for coordinates that are connected with rotor – with axes of its imaginary 
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windings). System 1,2 is rotating one. If we consider vectors in this system equation for voltages 
becomes such one: 

us = Rs is + (p/Ωb) ψs + vc J ψs, 

where vc is relative velocity of coordinate system and matrix J rotates each vector for 90о. 

For short-circuited rotor we obtain in the same coordinates such equation: 

0 = Rr ir + (p/Ωb)ψr + (vc - v) J ψr. 

Difference of relative velocities 

s = vc – v 

is an AM slip, and frequency 

fslip = [Ωb /(2π)] s  

is a slip frequency. 

According to equation of rotor voltages components of rotor currents vector are: 

ir1 = - (1/Rr) (p/Ωb) ψr, ir2 = - (1/Rr) s ψr, 

where ψr is module of rotor flux vector, and for steady-state regimes  

                ir1st = 0. 

As we see component ir2  is proportional to slip. 

1

2

ψ r

ψ s
Lσ is

 is

 ir

 iΣ

vcJψ s
Rs is

 us

is1

is2

APPROXIMATED VECTOR DIAGRAM FOR STEADY-STATE REGIME OF
ASYNCHRONOUS MOTOR

 
Fig. 2.6. Vector diagram for a steady-state regime of AM 
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Magnet field is created by currents of stator and rotor jointly: 

          ψr ≅ Lm (is + ir) = Lm iΣ. 

Here Lm is magnetizing inductance. 

In steady-state regimes rotor flux is defined by component of stator current is1: 
                 ψr ≅ Lm is1. 

As for electromagnet torque this may be expressed with such relations: 

M = - ψr ir2 ≅ ψr is2. 

Thus stator current component is1 defines magnet flux and component is2 defines torque. 

Slip may be expressed by such equation: 

s = Rr M/ψr; 

with invariable flux, slip is proportional to torque. 

According to considered relations vector diagram of AM is shown on Fig. 2.6. 

2.6. Asynchronous motor in uncontrolled drive 

2.6.1. AM characteristics while direct supply from power system 

Angle velocity of magnet flux is invariable in this case and this is defined by frequency of power 
system and by number of motor pole pairs. Modules of vectors of counter-EMF and stator flux 
linkages aren’t essentially changed (only because of active voltage Rsis). 

With rotor speed coinciding with magnet field speed electromagnet torque is zero torque. It 
follows principle of AM operation. With decreasing rotor speed stator current and frequency of 
rotor currents are increasing. Slip is increasing. At first torque is increasing also. Torque 
increasing goes up to definite slip – to critical slip. It goes in such way because with increasing 
stator current magnet flux is decreasing as seen on vector diagram. Critical slip for common type 
motors is approximately sc ≈ 0.1. With further speed decreasing stator current continues to grow 
but torque is decreasing. These features are illustrated by example of characteristics in Fig. 2.7. 

2.6.2. Processes on the initial stage of direct start 

It is seen from static characteristics that there are essential stator current (5-8 IsN) and low torque 
about zero speed. But these are values for steady-state regime. Situation is much more adverse 
immediately after turning stator on to a power system. An example is shown in Fig. 2.8. 
Essential over-current takes place; maximal value achieves 1.6-1.8 of magnitude of steady state 
zero-speed current. In this example Is.max ≈ 8 IsNm, where IsNm is the magnitude of stator current 
for rated regime. 

Current blow acts on stator wires with a force that 50-100 times exceeds the force of rated 
regime (in this example relation is approximately 64). Forces dent wires into slots. This causes 
fatigue damage of stator insulation. 
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Initial stage of AM start 

On this stage of start essential torque oscillations exist with power system frequency. In this 
example magnitude of oscillations achieves value of Mm ≈ 4 MN. This alternating torque attacks 
motor and mechanism. At that useful component of torque on this stage is very small. Speed 
begins to grow not immediately and then is increasing slowly. 

It is necessary to characterize processes on the first stage of start as most disadvantageous for 
motor and mechanism. 
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2.7. Frequency-controlled AM in open-loop system 

In open loop system stator frequency is controlled. Frequency change is provided with 
programmable rate. Relation is assigned also of voltage to frequency U/f. Constant relation 
corresponds to approximately constant stator flux. According to frequency, speed is changed 
also. 

2.7.1. Acceleration-deceleration regimes 

Example of processes is shown in Fig. 2.9. 

Fig. 2.9. Start of a frequency-controlled asynchronous drive in open-loop system.  
Acceleration begins simultaneously with turning-on 

While initial stage of start essential oscillations of torque and currents are possible. It is 
expedient to use decreased acceleration in low-speed zone for such cases. In general, drive 
without closed loop system has increased inclination to oscillations in low-speed zone. This is 
illustrated by processes of drive deceleration from rated speed to low one (Fig. 2.10).     

It is possible to conclude that open loop system isn’t designated for drives with high requirement 
to quality of start-stop regimes. 

2.7.2. Processes while load changes 

Processes while load step are shown in Fig. 2.11. 

Besides of low-speed zone reaction for load changes is favorable one. High static and dynamic 
toughness of mechanical characteristic is provided. Auto-regulation of asynchronous motor 
becomes apparent in this.  
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Fig. 2.10. Deceleration of frequency-controlled asynchronous drive in open-loop system 

Fig. 2.11. Processes of a frequency-controlled asynchronous drive in open-loop system  
while load step 

2.8. Conclusions for the chapter 

1. Commonly accepted method for regimes and features of AM analysis is based on use of 
representing vectors. Vectors provide more than solving theoretical and calculation problems. 
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Many vectors are connected tightly with physical processes in motor. Vectors as signals go 
through real control systems of drives. 

2. Coordinate system is necessary for vectors representation. For asynchronous machine a 
coordinate system is used mostly that is connected with vector of rotor magnet flux. Axes of this 
system are designated here as 1, 2 (as they were designated with initial proposition of field-
oriented vector control of asynchronous motors).  

3. It is possible to state approximately that component of stator current on axis 1 creates magnet 
flux and component on axis 2 creates torque. 

4. In analysis and engineering they use variables and parameters as relative values. Relative 
parameters of motors are varied within not wide limits. This permits to use averaged parameters 
in many cases. 

5. Direct start of AM from power system causes shocks of current and torque and therefore 
causes accelerated spending of motor resource. 

6. Acceleration-deceleration processes of a frequency-controlled asynchronous drive in open-
loop system are oscillatory ones in some cases. This relates to low-speed zone. But reaction of 
such drive for load changes is favorable one outside of low-speed zone, with high static and 
dynamic toughness of mechanical characteristic.  
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3. SYNCHRONOUS MOTOR AS AN ELEMENT OF DRIVE 

3.1. Synchronous motor 

A general schematic view of synchronous motor (SM) is represented in Fig. 4.1. 
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Fig. 3.1. Synchronous motor and its axes 

Stator of SM is practically the same as of asynchronous one. Three-phase winding is placed in 
stator slots. Various kinds of SM (Fig. 4.2) differ with rotor. 

SM with electromagnet excitation, represented schematically in Fig. 3.1, has excitation 
winding on rotor. Roughly speaking this winding creates motor magnet field. Excitation current 
is DC in steady-state regimes. Current is supplied to this winding mostly through contact rings 
and brushes. 

Low-speed SMs with electromagnet excitation are salient pole type. Pole extensions are 
laminated ones. Damping cage is placed in pole extensions mostly, that is like rotor cage of 
asynchronous motor. 

High-speed SMs (bipolar and sometimes four-polar ones) are non-salient pole type. They have 
solid steel rotor. Excitation winding is distributed in rotor slots. 

Magnet field of permanent magnets SM is created by permanent magnets placed on rotor. This 
kind of SM is used in range of rated torque up to 100 N*m.  
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Fig. 3.2. Kinds of SM 

Salient pole rotor of reluctance SM has no winding. It is designed specially to provide magnet 
conductivity for longitudinal axis d much more than one for transversal axis q  
(Fig. 3.2). Magnet field is created by stator currents only. 

3.2. SM operation principle 

Operation principle of SM is explained simplistically in Fig. 3.3. Forces act on stator conductors 
in magnet field; direction of forces accords to left hand rule. These forces define torque that acts 
on stator. 

Diagram of currents in stator conductors is rotating with the same angle velocity as rotor does. 
When motor is supplied from power network, electromagnet torque forces rotor to rotate with 
field angle velocity. In controlled drive control “attaches” diagram of stator currents to rotor 
(control with principle of valve motor). 
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Fig. 3.3 

3.3. Excitation systems 

Variants of electromagnet excitation are shown in Fig. 3.4. 
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Fig. 3.4. Systems of SM electromagnet excitation 

Mostly used excitation system is one with supply of excitation winding through contact rings and 
brushes from thyristor rectifier (ME on Fig.). 

Besides of that brushless systems are used. Exciter on motor shaft provides this. In variant with 
synchronous exciter (SE on Fig. 3.4) synchronous machine of inverted construction operates with 
3-phase winding on rotor and excitation winding on stator. Voltage of 3-phase winding is 
rectified and rectified voltage supplies motor excitation winding. Rectifier (mostly diode type) is 
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placed on rotor and rotates with rotor. Motor excitation current is controlled by control of exciter 
excitation current with thyristor rectifier-inverter MEE. An important disadvantage of this variant 
is that it is impossible to provide excitation of SM with zero speed because exciter EMF is 
absent. This hinders from start of motor in regime of synchronous one. 

Mentioned disadvantage doesn’t exist in variant with asynchronous exciter (AE in Fig. 3.4). 
Wound rotor asynchronous machine operates as exciter in this variant. Motor excitation winding 
is supplied from rotor of exciter through rotating rectifier. Thyristor voltage regulator TVR in 
stator circuit of exciter controls motor excitation. Direction of field rotation in exciter is an 
opposite one than that in motor. Even with zero speed enough voltage of exciter is provided. 
Quality of results is higher with rotating transformer instead of asynchronous machine. 

Common disadvantage of brushless systems with diode rectifier is impossibility of quick 
breaking of motor excitation. Diode rectifier can’t recuperate energy of SM magnet field to 
power network. Quick field weakening is necessary for high dynamics and in damage regimes of 
motor. 

3.4. Relative variables and parameters of synchronous motor 

Relative values for SM are defined mainly like those for asynchronous motor (see 2.3). Specific 
of SM are only base values for excitation winding. Base excitation current Ifb creates the same 
main harmonic of stator EMF as base stator current with condition that stator currents vector is 
directed on longitudinal axis. With such choice rated excitation current doesn’t coincide with 
base current. The rest of base values for excitation winding are defined through base current and 
common base values of SM: 

Ufb = Pb/Ifb; Rfb = Ufb/Ifb; Ψfb = Ufb/Ωb; Lfb =Ψfb/Ifb. 

3.5. Representing vectors and preferable frame for synchronous motor 

The same representing vectors are considered as for asynchronous motor (see 2.4): stator 
currents vector is, stator flux linkages vector ψs, vector of main magnet flux (air gap flux) ψδ. 

They represent each vector in algebraic form by its components in definite frame. Orthogonal 
coordinate system is preferable for SM that is created by axes d, q of rotor. A reason is that rotor 
of SM has different features for different directions as distinct from asynchronous motor. Axis d 
is axis of symmetry for excitation winding and for salient pole motor this is axis of maximal 
magnet conductivity. 

3.6. Main relations and vector diagram of synchronous motor 

An equation for stator voltages looks like this for asynchronous motor: 

us = Rs is + (p/Ωb) ψs + v J ψs, 

but it includes relative velocity of rotor that is velocity of frame in this case. 

Stator flux linkages vector is expressed through vectors of main flux and stator currents with the 
same equation as for asynchronous motor: 

ψs = ψδ  + Lsσ is. 
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Main magnet flux is defined as for AM by sum current of windings but sum current is expressed 
differently for axes d, q: 

iΣd = isd + if  + icd; iΣq = isq  + icq. 

Here icd, icq are currents of rotor equivalent damping loops that exist in transients. Without 
saturation components of main flux are proportional to corresponding sum currents; for salient 
pole motor coefficients Lmd, Lmq are different ones: 

ψδd = Lmd iΣd; ψδq = Lmq iΣq. 

Vector diagram for steady-state regimes of a salient pole SM is shown in Fig. 3.5 for two 
different regimes: with magnetizing stator current and with demagnetizing one (regimes are 
considered below in 7.3). 
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Fig. 3.5. Vector diagram of SM 

With positive electromagnet torque vector of main flux ψδ is leading one as compared with d 
axis and leading angle is designated as ϑ. With increasing torque ϑ angle is increasing also. With 
negative torque ϑ angle is negative one also. 
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Specific feature of a salient pole SM is that main flux vector is deviated from d axis with less 
angle than sum currents vector iΣ because magnet conductivity for transversal axis is less than 
one for longitudinal axis. 

One of regimes in vector diagram is regime with stator current that not only provides torque but 
also participates in providing of magnet field; component of stator current on direction ρ of main 
flux is positive one. Such regime helps to decrease energy losses and especially losses in 
excitation winding that is most heated element of SM. 

Vector diagram helps to understand equation for SM electromagnet torque: 

M = ψδ isτ. 

It is clear that torque is proportional to intensity of magnet field in air gap. As for stator current 
component isτ, it defines currents in stator conductors where magnet induction is maximal one. 

3.7. Synchronous motor supplied from power system 

3.7.1. Start of SM supplied from power system 

Asynchronous start 

Asynchronous start is used mostly with direct stator turning on to power system. Excitation 
winding is disconnected form exciter. It is impossible to turn stator on to power system with 
open circuit of excitation winding because of over-voltage on terminals of excitation: 50-200 
times of rated voltage. Thus excitation winding is connected to resistor while asynchronous start. 

The initial stage of start hasn’t essential difference from corresponding process of AM. 
Differences are noticeable in the next stages. Torque and module of stator current vector have 
alternating components with doubled slip frequency because of rotor asymmetry: existence of 
excitation winding and salient poles. Essential current with slip frequency exists in excitation 
winding. An example of processes is shown in Fig. 3.6. 

It is necessary to note that direct start is even less favorable than for AM. Stator over-current and 
torque oscillations exist immediately after turning on as for AM do. But additional torque 
pulsations exist especially with under-synchronous speed. In this example magnitude of torque 
alternating component exceeds rated torque of motor. 

Entry into synchronism 

Asynchronous start ends after achievement of under-synchronous speed. Exciter is turned on, 
constant component of excitation current is increased and motor goes into synchronism. But 
definite conditions should be satisfied: 

• motor characteristic in asynchronous regime  should provide small slip with existing load; 

• this slip should be the smaller the more electromechanical time constant Tj is. 
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Fig. 3.6. Direct asynchronous start of SM 

Entry into synchronism becomes easier with optimized choice of time moment for excitation 
turning on. Special methods exist for this. 

Thus most difficult conditions for entry into synchronism exist with essential load on motor 
shaft. 

Other danger exists for no-load start of salient pole motor: if excitation doesn’t turn on in time, 
motor enters into synchronism as reluctance SM. And after consequent turning on of excitation it 
is possible that rotor poles are shifted for 180 degrees in comparison with field poles. Process of 
pole change goes. This is a very difficult process with large maximal values of stator current and 
voltage on excitation winding. They turn excitation on with enough lead in time to prevent such 
difficult situation. 
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3.7.2. Operation of SM supplied from power system 

Regimes with change of load 

Entering synchronism SM keeps this by synchronizing torque. It was noted in 3.6 that increased 
electromagnet torque corresponds to increasing ϑ angle. Let’s suppose that steady-state regime 
existed with definite load torque and after that load torque grows. This causes rotor breaking, 
axis d is lagging, ϑ angle is increasing. Electromagnet torque is increasing with this. As a result 
new steady-state regime appears with increased ϑ angle. 

Processes with such transition are oscillating ones. Oscillations are damped by damping cage or 
by conducting loops inside solid steel rotor. 

Steady-state regime appears only with condition that load torque doesn’t exceed maximal 
electromagnet torque of SM. It is possible to note that maximal torque for short-time loads  
(0.5-2 s) 2-3-times exceeds static maximal torque of SM. 

Excitation current plays important role in regimes of SM supplied from power network. 
Increasing of excitation current increases reactive power generated to power system as it is seen 
in Fig. 3.7. 

Fig. 3.7. Steady-state characteristics of SM supplied from power network 

Automatic excitation control 

Let’s note that static characteristics with constant excitation current aren’t fully favorable ones. It 
is necessary to install high excitation current to provide enough resource of torque. But with low 
load torque it causes generation of extra reactive power to power network. Results are increased 
energy losses in SM and power system. Therefore automatic excitation control is expedient for 
SM supplied from power network. Automatic regulator increases excitation current with 
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increasing load. Some automatic controls additionally regulate excitation in dependence of needs 
of power system in reactive power. 

It is necessary to take into account that the Russian Rules for Electrical Installations require 
forcing of excitation current while voltage dip in power network: if voltage in a load node is 
decreased below 0.85 UN  it is required to increase excitation current up to (1.5-1.8) IfN. This 
helps to keep motor in synchronism and increases stability of a power network. 

3.8. Conclusions for the chapter 

1. SM is a preferable electric machine for two ranges of rated torque: below 100 N*m permanent 
magnet SM is preferable one, over 3-5 kN*m SM with electromagnet excitation is preferable 
one. 

2. Methods and concepts that are used for SM analysis are like those for AM:  

3. Frame d, q connected with rotor is preferable for SM. 

4. Processes while direct start of SM are even less favorable as for AM. 

5. SM without closed-loop control is an oscillating object with weak damping. Therefore it is 
practically impossible to use SM in frequency-controlled drive without closed-loop automatic 
control system. 
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4. FREQUENCY CONVERTER ON THE BASE OF VOLTAGE INVERTER 
WITH PWM 

4.1. Main circuits 

Main circuit (Fig. 4.1) includes: 

• rectifier UZL with diodes usually; 

• filter reactor L; 

• filter capacitor C; 

• voltage source inverter UZM. 
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Fig. 4.1. Controlled drive on the base of PWM VSI 

Inverter includes six semiconductor gates. Each gate includes a controlled semiconductor 
element, which is IGBT or IGCT this time, and diode. Each IGBT is controlled with gate driver 
(D1 – D6). Driver: 

• amplifies and forms control pulses for IGBT; 

• forms diagnostic signals for control device; 

• galvanically isolates control device from main circuit, usually through optical channels. 
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4.2. PWM principle 
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Fig. 4.2. PWM principle 
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Gates in each pair, for example V1 and V4, are switched with definite frequency – modulation 
frequency. The more is a part of modulation period gate V1 is conducting the more is average 
value of potential for point U (Fig. 4.2) in this period. Modulation frequency for modern IGBT is 
1-20 kHz. 

In many cases gates switching is provided with comparison of a controlling signal (ucU in our 
case) with a periodical modulation signal (triangular saw in our case). Smooth component of 
potential of U point proves to be proportional to controlling signal ucU. 

Phase-to-phase stator voltages include pulsations besides of smooth components. But with high 
modulation frequency pulsations of stator currents aren’t essential ones because of stator 
inductances. 

But voltage pulsations with rapid fronts affect insulation of stator windings. Additionally such 
fronts cause wave processes in cable between frequency converter and motor. Because of that 
such kind of frequency converter isn’t suitable directly for usual medium voltage motors. 

4.3. Braking in electric drives on the base of PWM VSI 

Diode rectifier can’t transfer energy to supply network. Energy that is recuperated by drive may 
only increase voltage and energy of filter capacitor. Because of that additional equipment is 
necessary for recuperation. The simplest variant is a resistor that is turned in parallel to filter 
capacitor through automatically controlled semiconductor gate. Energy from braking is turned 
into thermal one in this variant. Such variant is unsuitable if this energy is essential one. In this 
case an additional device is used for energy transmission to supply network: an additional PWM 
VSI or reversible thyristor rectifier instead of diode rectifier. 

Common rectifier and common DC voltage bus are used in some cases for several controlled 
drives. This provides an additional possibility to use braking energy while non-simultaneous 
braking of drives. 

4.4. Processes after supply turning on 

After supply turning on, capacitor voltage in scheme Fig. 4.1 becomes settled with large over-
regulation; maximal voltage in this process might exceed rated voltage almost 2-times. 
Additional means are used to prevent such over-voltage. In some equipment advanced charge of 
capacitor is applied through resistors. More radical solution is controlled thyristor rectifier. 
Control decreases maximal input current and maximal voltage of capacitor after supply turning 
on. After finish of capacitor charge, rectifier operates as diode rectifier. 

At last, most perfect solution is converter on supply side like this on machine side (4.6). 

4.5. Influence on power supply system 

4.5.1. The simplest diode rectifier 

Time diagram is shown on Fig. 4.3 for supply phase voltage and input phase current of the 
simplest diode rectifier (with smoothing reactor in DC link). Current form is close to trapezoid. 
Main harmonic of current lags from voltage because of diode commutation process. Angle shift 
is not essential one. And power factor for main harmonic is enough high one:   
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cos ϕ1 ≈ 0.93-0.97. 
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Fig. 4.3. Voltage and current on input of diode rectifier 

But harmonics content is not good. Current includes harmonics with multiplicities 5, 7, 11, 13, 
17, 19 … To hold voltage distortion in load node in standard limits, they should provide relation 
of short-circuit power in load node to maximal power of a drive as  
Ssc/ Pmax ≈ 40-50. 

4.5.2. Multiphase rectifiers  

In MV controlled drives of medium and high power rectifiers are used with equivalent 12-phase 
or 18-phase scheme for supply (like for DC drives). In equivalent 12-phase scheme the 5th and 
the 7th harmonics are eliminated, in equivalent 18-phase the 5th, the 7th, the11th, the13th are. 
Current form for equivalent 18-phase scheme is shown further on Fig. 5.4. Distinction of current 
form from sinusoid is decreased essentially. As a result, supply is possible with relation of short-
circuit power in load node to maximal power of a drive as  
Ssc/ Pmax ≈ 20-25. Such relation is available almost in every case. And additional harmonic filter 
is not obligatory one in load node.  

4.5.3. Symmetrical PWM VSI 

Main circuits of such FC are shown on Fig. 4.4. Currents, consumed from power system, of the 
converter are formed with PWM, and their form is like this for stator currents, close to sinusoid. 
Higher harmonics of voltages are filtered by LC-filters on line side and on machine side. 

Line side converter can operate not only as rectifier but as inverter also, providing regeneration 
in braking regimes of a drive.  
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Fig. 4.4. Symmetrical PWM VSI 

4.6. Conclusions for the chapter 

1. Modern frequency converters on the base of PWM VSI provide satisfaction for practically 
every requirement to controlled drives.  

2. Choice of a FC variant and its main parameters is an important task of drive design. This 
choice is defined by complete of requirements from mechanism, motor and power supply 
system. 

3. It is especially important to take into account requirements from mechanism and motor in a 
case of high-performance drive with high ratio for maximal torque and high quick-
responsibility of the speed control loop. Main parameters of a FC from motor side are 
maximal voltage and rated current. It is necessary to take into account, that heating time 
constant of semiconductors in a FC is incompatible small in comparison with this for a 
motor. Because of that, we need in many cases to choose the FC with rated output current 
corresponding to maximal current of the motor. In an example of rolling mill main drive 
rated voltage of the FC is UFCN = 1.35 UsN and rated current is IFCN = 2.5 IsN. 

4. It is preferable to choose a FC in such way to exclude additional harmonic filters in power 
supply system. If relation of drive maximal power to rated power of transformer, supplying 
load node, Pmax/ STN > 0.2, we need to use a FC with improved characteristics for line side. 
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5. FREQUENCY CONVERTER ON THE BASE OF CURRENT SOURCE 
INVERTER WITH PWM 
This kind of FC is used in medium voltage drives of medium or high power (approximately from 
0.25 MW and more), in line with FC on the base of VSI.  

5.1. Functional diagram 

An example of functional diagram is shown on Fig. 5.1.  
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Fig. 5.1. Functional diagram of a controlled AC drive on the base of PWM CSI 

Drive includes: 

• motor M; 

• transformer Т; 

• converting-regulating device (CRD) UZC. 

• CRD includes: 

• thyristor rectifier-inverter – VUZL; 

• bridge converter with PWM on the base of fully controlled semiconductor elements – VUZM; 
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• smoothing reactor of the DC link LD; 

• 3-phase filter capacitor battery C; 

• feedback elements for voltages RVL, RVM and for currents TAL, UAM; 

• microprocessor automatic control device AC. 

3-phase stator winding is connected with AC terminals of the converter VUZM. AC terminals of 
the converter VUZL are connected with secondary winding of the isolating transformer. 

5.2. Operation principle 

Converter VUZL converts input AC voltage in controlled DC link current. Converter VUZM on 
motor side converts this current in two-polar current pulses.  High-frequency components of   
pulse packs go into filter capacitor. Low-frequency components go into stator winding. 
Operation principle is illustrated by Fig. 5.2.  
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Fig. 5.2. Time diagram for voltage and currents on motor side: usAB – one of the line-to-line 

voltages, iMA – one of the inverter output currents, isA – one of the stator phase currents 

Methods of modulation are used similar to those used for VSI. But in VSI components of 
reference vector for output voltage go to input of the modulator (related to DC link voltage). 
Unlike this, in CSI components of reference vector for output current go to input of the 
modulator (related to DC link current). 

5.3. Converter on line side 

The simplest line side converter, shown on Fig. 5.1, is a thyristor 3-phase bridge rectifier-
inverter. Rectified current doesn't change its direction in all the regimes. Rectified voltage is 
changed by control angle. Rectified voltage in drive steady-state regimes is proportional 
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approximately to active component of output voltage of the FC. While decreasing speed, 
rectified voltage is decreasing also, lag angle is increasing of the line side current vector from 
voltage vector; power factor for the main harmonic is decreasing on line side. Move of line side 
converter in inverter regime (by control angle) provides regeneration into supply system. 

Multiplicity of harmonics on line side are the same as for diode rectifier, but RMS values for 
these harmonics are approximately 1.5-times more. Because of that, variants of line side 
converter are used mainly with improved characteristics: multi-phase rectifier-inverter or 
rectifier-inverter with PWM (Fig. 5.3).  
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Fig. 5.3. Converters on line side with improved characteristics 

Form for current, consumed from power system by 18-pulse line side converter, is shown on  
Fig. 5.4. This variant solves problem of higher harmonics for most of applications. 

But decreasing of power factor for main harmonic with decreasing drive speed isn't eliminated. 
This feature isn't decisive for drives with fan-type load: active power is decreasing essentially 
with decreasing speed. 

All the necessary features for supply system are provided by converter on line side like this on 
machine side. It is possible to provide not only satisfactory harmonic contents on supply side, but 
close to zero reactive power consuming on main harmonic. 
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Рис. 5.4. Current form on line side for 18-pulse converter 

5.4. Comparison of FC on the base of CSI with this on the base of VSI 

FC on the base of PWM CSI, according to its operation principle, includes more passive 
elements than the simplest FC on the base of PWM VSI, shown on Fig. 4.1. Because of that, 
only FC on the base of PWM VSI is used in the field of low-voltage drives. 

But in medium voltage drives of medium and high power the simplest PWM VSI is unsuitable, 
as it was mentioned in Chapter 4. PWM VSI is complicated in this field; sometimes we need 
output LC-filter. In such situation advantages of the PWM VSI becomes lost. And it is necessary 
to take into account, that accumulating element of the DC link – capacitor – is less reliable than 
accumulating element of the CSI – reactor. 

5.5. Conclusions to the chapter 

1. FC on the base of PWM CSI, on the same level as that on the base of PWM VSI, provides 
satisfaction of requirements to controlled drive. 

2. Application field for this type of the FC are medium voltage drives of medium and high 
power. 

3. Using FC on the base of PWM CSI we have to solve problems with choice of FC type and 
parameters, similar to those for PWM VSI. 
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6. POLIPHASE SYSTEMS 

6.1. Structure of a system 

A poliphase system is based usually on a motor with poliphase stator winding.  An example of 
2*3-phase system is shown on Fig. 6.1.  
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Fig. 6.1 

A motor with two 3-phase stator windings is used. Windings are placed with space shift of 30 
electrical degrees between axes of corresponding phases. A converting-regulating device (CRD) 
includes two modules UZ1, UZ2. Each module of the CRD supplies corresponding 3-phase stator 
winding with symmetrical 3-phase current system. But corresponding phase currents of two 
systems are shifted in time for 1/12 of period. The same time shift have EMFs of corresponding 
phases.  

Line side voltages of two modules are shifted in time for 1/12 of period usually.  

It is possible to consider such system as two controlled drives with common shaft. But space 
shift of windings and time shift of currents and EMFs create some advantages, considered 
further. 

6.2. Space harmonics of magnet field 

A sine wave of magnet field, running in machine air gap, is taken into account usually while 
analysis of operation principle. But real magnet field has more complicate form. It includes 
higher space harmonics.   

Magnet field is shown on Fig. 6.2, created by one stator coil with current isU. Field is shown 
additionally on machine involute. Magnet tension is considered in air gap uMsr on radial  
direction  r (on way lr) as a function of angle χ  between this direction and axis of the winding.  
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Fig. 6.2 

Non-sine function uMsr = f(χ) may be represented by harmonic series:  

...11,9,7,5,312,coscos1 =−=+= ∑ mnnUUu
n

MsrnMsrMsr χχ  

With 3-phase winding and with symmetrical 3-phase current system:  

)3/2cos(),3/2cos(,cos πωπωω +=−== tIitIitIi smsWsmsUsmsU , 

resulting magnet field includes main space harmonic: 

).cos(11 tUu MMsr ωχΣ −=  

This is a field, rotating with angle velocity ω. Besides of that resulting field includes harmonics 
with numbers n = 6k + 1 = 5, 7, 11, 13, 17, 19… Higher space harmonics are fields, rotating with 
different angle velocities.  

These fields cause additional energy losses in machine.  Besides they distort EMF form and as 
sequence they distort form of stator currents. And torque ripple occurs. 

Special steps are taken in 3-phase machine to decrease higher space harmonics. Winding pitch is 
used usually. This decreases the 5th and the 7th space harmonics essentially. But rated torque and 
rated power of the machine are decreased as well, with coefficient kw ≈ 0.95. 

With two 3-phase windings and with corresponding currents space harmonics are eliminated 
with numbers n = 5, 7, 17, 19, 29, 31… With three 3-phase windings s space harmonics are 
eliminated with numbers n = 5, 7, 11, 13, 23, 25, 29, 31… And this is achieved without decrease 
of rated power. 

6.3. Time harmonics of stator currents 

Stator currents in real controlled drive include higher time harmonics, besides of main 
harmonics. Numbers of such harmonics in symmetrical system are as follows: lr = 6k -1 = 5, 11, 
17… and lf = 6k +1 = 7, 13, 19…  Higher time harmonics of stator currents create rotating fields 
with angle velocities ωr = - lrω and ωf = lfω.  These fields increase energy losses and heating in 
machine, cause torque ripple.  
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In a machine with two 3-phase windings influence of harmonics is eliminated with numbers  
l = 5, 7, 17, 19, 29, 31… In a machine with three 3-phase windings influence of harmonics is 
eliminated with numbers l = 5, 7, 11, 13, 23, 25… 

6.4. Features of a frequency converter and influence on power supply system  

Frequency converter is split into modules in poliphase system. Damage currents are decreased in   
such system because of that. 

Supply of a FC from transformer windings with shifted voltages suppresses higher time 
harmonics in primary current of the transformer. In 2*3-phase system harmonics are suppressed 
with numbers lL = 5, 7, 17, 19, 29, 31… In 3*3-phase system harmonics are suppressed with 
numbers lL = 5, 7, 11, 13, 23, 25… 

6.5. Loop currents 

Stator circuits of poliphase machine are characterized by increased number of state variables.  
Flux linkages ψs1α1, ψs1β1, ψs2α2, ψs2β2 may be considered as independent state variables in a machine with two 3-
phase windings. These variables may be represented as projections of two vectors ψs1, ψs2 on axes of corresponding 
windings α1, β1, и α2, β2 (Fig. 6.1). Correspondingly four voltages may be considered as stator inputs; these voltages 
may be represented by two vectors us1, us2.   

 Flux linkages and voltages can be converted such a way: 
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 Matrix С(α) rotates vector for angle α. 

Vectors ψsI, usI represent in axes α, β the main flux linkage and main voltage. Vectors ψsE, usE 
represent loop flux linkages and loop voltages.  

Thus equations of poliphase machine can be converted such a way, that object is split into two 
autonomous parts: the main part and the side part – object for loop voltages. Fig. 6.3 represents 
poliphase machine as an object. The main part is the same as for 3-phase machine. It includes a 
link Motor Electromagnet Loops and a link of mechanical move. In a case of synchronous motor 
the main part has an additional input – excitation voltage uf.  

The side part includes only a loop with resistance and leakage inductance of a stator. Equation 
for loop currents and voltages is:  

.sEssEsE
b

s R
dt

dL iui −=
Ωσ  

Inductance of side part is less than equivalent inductance of stator circuit for high-frequency 
components of voltages. Pulsation of stator currents becomes higher in case of the FC without 
output filter.  
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Fig. 6.3 

With output filter of the FC resonance is possible in side part on higher frequency than in main 
part; because of that additional capacitance might be necessary in output filter, or we need 
additional reactors.  

It is necessary to take into account, that we need additional measures in control system to control 
loop currents. 

6.6. Conclusions for the chapter 

1. Poliphase system provides higher rated power of a motor, decreases negative influence of 
higher space harmonics of motor magnet field and of higher time harmonics of stator 
currents. 

2. Amplitude of torque ripple is decreased many times.   

3. Reliability of a frequency converter is increased because of modular structure.  

4. Harmonic contents is improves for currents consumed from power supply system.  

5. At the same time, we need additional steps to prevent undesirable resonance in stator circuit 
and to control loop currents. 
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7. OPERATION PRINCIPLE OF ASYNCHRONOUS DRIVES WITH 
VECTOR CONTROL 

7.1. Forming of current components 

Operation principle of asynchronous drive with field oriented vector control is that components 
of stator currents vector is (Fig. 2.6) are formed: component is1 for necessary motor field and 
component is2 for necessary torque. 

Such principle may be implemented for example with structure in Fig. 7.1. 
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Fig. 7.1. A simple example of vector control system of an asynchronous drive 

An important part of this system is the measurer FM of vector ψr of magnet flux: its module ψr 
and functions of its argument (angle) cos γc, sin γc. 

Reference for magnetizing component of current is1.ref is entered directly or is formed by flux 
regulator FR. In the last case reference is1.ref is formed in dependence on difference of flux 
reference ψr.ref and of measured flux ψr.  

Reference for torque component of current is2.ref is formed in dependence on torque reference 
Mref: 

is2.ref = Mref /ψr.ref. 

This way reference for stator currents vector is.ref is formed i. e. projections of this vector are 
assigned in coordinates 1, 2 that are connected with vector of rotor magnet flux. 
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Then these projections are converted to stator frame by converter of vector rotation. Function of 
angle position of mentioned vector cos γc, sin γc control rotation. Conversion is expressed with 
equation: 

isα. ref = cos γc * is1.ref − sin γc * is2.ref, 

isβ. ref = sin γc *  is1.ref + cos γc * is2.ref. 

References isα. ref, isβ. ref are inputs of current regulators CRα, CRβ. Feedback signals for these 
regulators are measured currents isα, isβ. Output signals of current regulators are converted to 
phase coordinates and results of this conversion are controlling signals of phase width 
modulators: ucU, ucV, ucW. 

Current regulators in this variant should be quick-responsible ones. With this condition real 
currents are close to references and necessary flux and necessary torque. 

It is important to note that instantaneous values of currents are assigned with vector control but 
not frequency and voltage magnitude. Real velocity and real slip define frequency here. 

7.2. Measuring of magnet flux vector 

Indirect measurement is used usually. Only voltages and currents are measured directly. It is 
possible to form components of stator flux linkages vector by integration of counter-EMFs: 

ψsα = (ωb/p)(usα − Rs isα), ψsβ = (ωb/p)(usβ − Rs isβ). 

Then components of rotor flux vector are formed: 

ψrα = ψsα − Lσ isα ,  ψrβ = ψsβ − Lσ isβ. 

And then we can use vector analyzer (element VA on Fig. 7.2) to provide module and angle 
functions of vector. 
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Fig. 7.2. Principle of flux vector measurement 

But this problem is a complicate one. There are difficulties especially in drives without speed 
sensor where we need to measure velocity also: 
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• temperature changes of stator resistance; 

• necessity to filter measured components of magnet flux; 

• impossibility to use pure integration because of accumulation of errors and because of 
affects from initial conditions. 

And precision of measurement is decreased one in zone of low drive speeds. 

7.3. Processes of asynchronous drive with vector control 

An example of processes is shown in Fig. 7.3. 

Following variables are represented: 

• main magnet flux ψFδ (filtered signal); 

• electromagnet torque MF (filtered signal); 

• velocity reference vref; 

• velocity v; 

• velocity feedback signal (from indirect measurer) vFMJ; 

• components of stator current is1, is2 (filtered signals); 

• one of stator phase current isU. 

Bandwidth for all the filters is 1000 rad/s. 

Two stages of process are seen that go consequently in time: 

• preparation of drive for operation – turning on of flux command and increasing of magnet 
flux up to assigned value; 

• drive operation – in this case acceleration up to rated speed. 

While preparation stage magnet flux is increasing with assigned rate. For this task component of 
stator current is1 is changed correspondingly. While flux raise this component is much more as its 
steady-state value. Just such over-current provides accelerated rise of flux. After flux rise steady-
state regime occurs with DC stator currents. 

While operation stage current component is1 isn’t changed practically, necessary torque is 
provided by component is2. Acceleration is provided with assigned rate. Magnitude of stator 
currents is something over value is2 because of component is1. Processes of velocity are close to 
type processes of controlled drive with PI speed regulator. 
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Fig. 7.3. An example of processes of an asynchronous drive with vector control 

In some cases, with low requirements to dynamics, preparation stage is excluded and flux 
command is turned on simultaneously with begin of start. 

7.4. Conclusions for the chapter 

1. Many mechanisms have serious requirements to controlled drive. Only drive with closed-
loop control system is able to satisfy such requirements. 

2. Commonly accepted method of asynchronous drive control is field oriented vector control. 
This provides enough precise and quick regulation of motor flux and torque. 
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8. CONTROLLED SYNCHRONOUS DRIVES 
Most of controlled synchronous drives operate with closed-loop control. Practically vector 
control is used, even if other terms are used in some cases. And full-value synchronous drives are 
performed on the base of common concepts mentioned above for asynchronous drives. 

8.1. Regulation tasks 

Unconditionally main tasks of a controlled drive are necessary features concerning torque and 
speed. But AC motor as control object has multi-dimensional input. In a case of AM it is 
possible to consider stator voltage components us1, us2 as inputs, i. e. input is 2-dimensional one. 
Because of that rotor magnet flux ψr is controlled in above considered control system besides of 
torque. SM with electromagnet excitation is a 3-dimensional object. Excitation voltage uf is an 
additional input. And there is a possibility to choose two additional controlled variables besides 
of torque. 

We’ll consider case with additional controlled variables as follows: ψδ – main magnet flux and 
isρ – magnetizing component of stator current. These variables should be kept according 
references. References might be constant one or be changeable as function of speed, supply 
voltage etc.  

8.2. The simplest example of vector control for synchronous drive 

Functional diagram is shown on Fig. 8.1.  
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Fig. 8.1. The simplest example of a synchronous drive vector control with rotor position sensor 
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References are considered as inputs: for main flux ψδ.ref, for magnetizing component of stator 
current isρ.ref, for torque Mref. As functions of these references, other references are formed: for 
components of stator current isd.ref, isq.ref and for excitation current if.ref. 

Forming is provided by element RF using equations and parameters of SM. References for stator 
current components are converted into α, β frame by converter of vector rotation. This converter 
is controlled by feedback signals cos γ, sin γ from rotor position sensor. 

Appeared references for stator current components isα.ref, isβ.ref and reference for excitation 
current if.ref go to inputs of corresponding regulators. Corresponding feedback signals go to these 
regulators also. Outputs of stator current regulators are converted into 3-phase system and in that 
way controlling signals for frequency converter ucU, ucV, ucW are formed. Controlling signal for 
exciter is formed immediately by regulator of excitation current. Regulators try to keep currents 
according references. 

8.3. Optimal and expedient regimes 

Considered part of control system keeps controlled variables according to references. Those 
references ψδ.ref, isρ.ref itself are formed in function of torque reference Mref  and speed reference 
vref in that way to optimize drive regimes or at least to move them nearer to optimal ones. 

Without saturation optimal regimes are expressed with dependencies of square root type: 

,|/|*)(/;|/|*)(/ .. NiNsoptsNNopt MMvfiiMMvf == ρρψδδ ψψ  

where fψ(v),  fi(v) are functions of speed. It is supposed that rated values are optimal ones also. If 
we take saturation into account mentioned equations are valid only for torque range under rated 
one.  

Let’s note first of all that flux has to decrease to zero for no-load regime. This condition is 
unrealistic one practically. For quick flux change unrealistic maximal voltage of exciter is 
necessary. Fully demagnetized motor isn’t ready to accept load. Therefore we must limit flux 
from below. As for high-dynamic drives with high torque rate we have to refuse from flux 
regulation in function of torque, it is regulated in function of speed only. All mentioned here on 
flux regulation relates to asynchronous drives also. 

Another feature of optimal regimes of a synchronous drive is a positive magnetizing component 
of stator current. Stator current in this regime is lagging from voltage. This is an essential 
difference of SM optimized regimes in controlled drive from regimes for SM supplied from 
power network. A usual rated regime for SM with network supply is one with power factor cos 
ϕN  = 0.8-0.9 with leading stator current. SM generates reactive power to network in such 
regime. Excitation current in such regime is increased one, it creates magnet field and 
compensates demagnetizing component of stator current. Vector diagrams for regimes with 
magnetizing and demagnetizing stator currents were shown in Fig. 3.5. Transition to magnetizing 
stator current decreases excitation current 1.3-1.5-times. It decreases slightly sum energy losses 
of drive, but energy losses in excitation winding are approximately halved. It is important 
because namely excitation winding is mostly heated element of SM. 

Regimes with lagging stator current may be kept with not each kind of frequency converter. 
Frequency converters with load commutated inverter (LCI) are used in synchronous drives 
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sometimes. Commutation of thyristors in such inverter is possible only with leading stator 
current. 

8.4. Synchronous drives without position sensor 

They try to provide drive operation without position sensor if drive hasn’t provide torque 
continuously with zero or very small speed. Vector of stator linkages is measured in such 
systems like this for asynchronous drive (see 8.2). And then one of two main variants is 
implemented: 

• measured vectors of stator currents and of stator flux linkages are entered into element that 
includes mathematical model of a SM; this element produce information on position of  
axes d, q; 

• vector of main flux is formed from vectors of stator currents and flux linkages, and frame ρ, τ 
connected with vector of main flux is used instead of d, q frame for current references; 
control is like this for AM but reference for excitation current is formed additionally. 

In general task of synchronous drive control without sensor is more difficult than for 
asynchronous drive. Main difficulty is a breakaway and transition through zone of infra-low 
speed. In asynchronous drive this is possible at least in open-loop system providing necessary 
magnitude of stator currents and soft increase of frequency. SM is more oscillating object, and 
such way isn’t successful sometimes. 

Fig. 8.2. Processes of a synchronous drive model without position sensor 

Nevertheless task of high-quality control of synchronous drive without sensor is feasible one. 
Processes of a synchronous drive model are shown in Fig. 8.2. This is a drive on the base of 
PWM VSI without position sensor. 

Following variables are shown: 

• module of stator flux linkages vector ψFs (filtered signal ); 
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• reactive component of stator current iFsx (filtered signal); 

• electromagnet torque MF (filtered signal); 

• speed reference vref; 

• speed v; 

• speed feedback signal from indirect measurer vFMJ. 

Bandwidth for all the filters is 1000 rad/s. 

As in case of asynchronous drive magnet field is created while the first stage of process  
(t < 0.25 s): excitation current and stator flux linkage are increasing; stator current is absent. 
Vector of stator flux linkages is directed on d axis. Local servo-system of indirect measurer tries 
to reconcile direction of its internal axis dFM with direction of measured vector. Internal system is 
moving in this process, it is seen in speed feedback signal vFMJ. 

Then while drive operation feedback signal follows real speed, as output signal of filter must 
follow. Time constant of measurer in this example is TFM = 0.01 s. 

Regimes that system keeps in this example differ from mentioned optimized regimes (see 8.3): 
stator flux linkage is kept and reactive stator current is assigned as function of torque. But stator 
current is lagging one as in optimized regimes. 

An experience exists of high-quality indirect measurement of speed and position in operating 
high-power medium voltage drive.  

8.5. Conclusions for the chapter 

1. SM is more complicated object but it provides additional possibilities concerning energy 
regimes as 3-dimensional object. 

2. Tasks of automatic control of synchronous drive are solved successfully with vector control as 
in asynchronous drives. Preferable frame for control is d, q frame of rotor but it is possible to use 
field oriented frame also. 

3. Task of control without sensor is more complicate than in asynchronous drives but this task is 
solvable.  

9. FREQUENCY START OF AC MOTORS  

9.1. Application field and general principle of frequency start 

Frequency start is used for AC motors, as a rule, high-power AC motors in applications those 
don’t require speed regulation of driven mechanism. Frequency start eliminates factors of direct 
start affecting mechanism, motor and supply system. 

The generalized functional diagram is represented on Fig. 10.1. 
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Fig. 10.1 

Following elements are shown: the motor M1, the converting-regulating device (CRD) UZ, the 
transformer T, the element of voltage feedback VF, the contactors (breakers) QF1, QB1, the 
sections of switch-gear  B1, B2 (this may be one common section). An additional reactor LO is 
used sometimes on output of the CRD.  

One CRD is used frequently for frequency start of several motors. Part of the diagram for the 
second motor M2 is shown on Fig. 10.1 by dashed lines. 

The general principle of frequency start is as follows. Motor is turned initially (by contactor 
QF1) to the output of the CRD, accelerated in controlled drive up to a definite speed, close to 
synchronous speed. Then motor is synchronized definitely with supply bus that is designated for 
its continuous operation. After that, stator is switched from CRD to supply bus. Contactor QF1 is 
turned off and contactor QB1 (bypass) is turned on in final state. 

Synchronous transfer is a name of procedure for synchronization with supply system and 
following switching to supply system.  The main task of the synchronous transfer is to provide 
enough smooth switching: without essential kicks in stator current and torque. 
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Different methods of the synchronous transfer are used. Differences exist in sequence of 
contactor operation and in method of synchronization with supply system. 

9.2. Switching with operating converting-regulating device 

When frequency of stator voltages becomes close to this of supply system, additional control 
loops are closed: 

• control loop for angle position of stator voltage vector; 

• control loop for module of stator voltage vector. 

These loops tend to minimize difference of vectors: vector of stator voltage and vector of supply 
voltage. 

After entry of errors in angle position and module, stator is turned on to supply system by 
contactor QB1. And only after that the CRD is shut down, and the contactor QF1 is turned off. 

Such method provides almost ideal switching. 

A disadvantage of the method: output of the operating CRD is connected to supply system while 
definite time. This creates a danger of over-currents in the CRD. Following causes for over-
currents exist: 

• An error in initial synchronization. 

• Damage inside the CRD while common operation with supply system. 

With high short-circuit power on supply bus, instantaneous values of currents can exceed values, 
allowable not only from conditions of damage, but from conditions of destruction of  power 
semiconductors  inside the CRD. With potential opportunity for such over-currents, the current 
limiting reactor LO (Fig. 10.1) is used on output of the CRD.  

9.3. Switching with pause 

9.3.1. The general feature of regimes for switching with pause 

According to this method, the CRD is shut down initially. Only after that, stator is turned on to 
supply bus. Pause exists with time TP; while pause the stator isn’t connected to any source.  

To the end of pause, relative velocity of stator voltage vector is the same as relative velocity of 
the rotor. To this moment, module of the stator voltage vector is defined by rotor flux in a case of 
induction motor and by main flux in a case of synchronous motor.   

Rotor velocity will be decreased while pause with value ∆vP, and angle lag ∆γP will be 
accumulated. 

Different sequences of operation for contactors QF1, QB1 can be used in different variant of this 
method. 

A variant is possible with turning on of contactor QB1 before contactor QF1 turning off. In this 
case the stator is connected with output of non-operating CRD while pause. If output filter exists 
inside the CRD (for example, output filter capacitor exists obligatory on output of the CSI with 
PWM), stator is remained connected to filter capacitor while pause.  
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Anyway, very quick and very essential change of stator current vector occurs after shutting down 
of the CRD. And vector of stator flux linkage is changed essentially.  

If vector of equivalent flux linkage of supply bus even coincides with value that should be in 
new steady-state regime, new steady-state regime can’t arise instantaneously. Electromagnetic 
and electromechanical transients are inevitable ones. 

Because of that, ideal switching is impossible one with pause. Unavoidable changes in stator 
currents, in torque and speed occur. The task is only to avoid over-current and to minimize 
torque oscillation. 

9.3.2. Free component of vector of stator flux linkage  

A cause for the free component 

The simplified equivalent diagram is shown on Fig. 10.2 for the stator circuit after turning on to 
supply system. 

eP ψP ereψreψs

is
Rs Lse

 
Fig. 10.2 

Designations are as follows: eP – vector of the equivalent EMF of the supply system, ere – vector 
of the equivalent EMF from the rotor flux, ψP – vector of the equivalent flux linkage of the 
supply system, ψre – vector of the equivalent rotor flux linkage, ψs– vector of the stator flux 
linkage, is – vector of the stator current, Rs – stator resistance, Ls – stator inductance. 

Vectors are considered in stationary stator frame α, β. 

Time moment of switching to supply system is considered as t = 0.  

For a new steady-state regime, we can accept the vector of stator flux linkage with practical 
accuracy as: 

).()(. tPtstss ψψ =  

In the accepted simplified diagram, the process after switching to supply system, in general case, 
includes steady-state and free components: 

).(.)(.)( tfststssts ψψψ +=  

The steady-state component is a vector with constant module, rotating with angle velocity, equal 
to this of supply system: 
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( ) ).0(.)(. stsstvtstss Pb ψCψ Ω=  

Here C(ΩbvPt) – is the matrix of vector rotation for angle (ΩbvPt), and vP is relative angle 
frequency of supply system. 

The free component of stator flux linkage vector is an immovable vector in the stator frame, 
relaxing with time constant Tse of the considered circuit: 

).0(.
/

)(. fs
seTt

etfs ψψ
−

=  

Initial value of the free component ψs.f (0) is equal to difference of vectors in time moment t = 0: 
vector of flux linkage and steady-state component of this vector. Flux linkages are continuous 
variables, and initial value of the flux linkage vector is equal to value in time moment t = −0, 
immediately before switching. As a result, we have a simple equation for the initial value of the 
free component of stator flux linkage: 

).0()0()0(. −−−= Psfs ψψψ  

Thus free component of vector of stator flux linkage arises in a case, if stator flux linkage vector 
doesn’t coincide with bus flux linkage vector in time moment immediately before switching. 
This corresponds to mismatch of stator EMF and bus EMF in time moment t = −0. 

Negative effects caused by free component of the process 

The free component of the stator flux linkage vector causes free component of stator current 
vector: 

).0(.
/

)(. fs
seTt

etfs ii
−

=  

This vector, as well, is immobile one in the stator frame.  

The free component of the current vector causes two negative effects:  

• An aperiodic component is superimposed on phase currents; as a result, instantaneous phase 
currents can exceed the amplitude of rated current essentially.   

• Interaction of immobile current vector with rotating magnet field creates the alternating 
component of the electromagnetic torque; frequency of this component is approximately the 
same as frequency of supply system.   

The task of elimination of the free component 

Thus, the most important task of synchronous transfer is minimization of difference 
between stator EMF and system EMF to the time moment of stator switching to supply 
system.   

Many practical methods for tuning of the synchronous transfer include a procedure of check  for 
performance of this task. For example, synchronous transfer is imitated such a way: contactor 
QB1 is turned on, but the circuit is interrupted initially, and there is no currents way into stator.  
One of stator line-to-line voltage and corresponding system voltage are registered by 
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oscillograph; coincidence of voltages is checked in time moment of switching. Such procedure is 
justified as we saw above.   

Motor velocity while pause isn’t controlled. Stator EMF of an induction motor isn’t controlled as 
well. Stator EMF of a synchronous motor is controlled theoretically, but while short pause 
possibilities of such control are low ones.  

Thus we should provide necessary conditions to begin of pause.    

Influence of variation in pause time 

Variations in pause time are defined by scatter in time of turning on for contactor QB1. 
Evidently, variation is decreased by use of contactor with stable time of turning on. But definite 
deviation ∆TP of pause time from average value is inevitable one.  

Let’s consider error in angle position of EMF vector. Approximate equation for this error is:  

[ ] ( ) .)0(
2
1)0( 2







 +−≈ PPPbe TTvv ∆α∆Ωγ∆  

Here v(0), α(0)  are relative velocity and relative acceleration of motor in time moment of 
switching to supply 

Conclusion from this formula is as follows: deviation of rotor velocity in time of switching plays 
the main role. The second summand, proportional to acceleration, has the 2nd order of smallness. 

9.3.3. Switching without initial lead in velocity 

This is an enough simple method. While acceleration, an additional control loop is closed near 
the rated speed; this is control loop for phase of flux linkage vector of stator. Vector of stator 
flux linkage is compared by phase with vector of equivalent flux linkage of the supply system. 
Definite phase lead for stator vector is programmed. Phase regulator provides additional 
reference for input of the speed regulator.   

It is better to provide regulation of module for the vector of stator flux linkage through the flux 
regulator.  

After system enters a steady-state regime under action of phase regulator, operations begin for 
switching. Command is given for turning on of the contactor QB1. Time for turning on of this 
contactor is enough essential one. Because of that, the converting-regulating device is disabled 
with a time delay. The delay is programmed such a way to provide pause with desired small 
pause time. It is achievable to operate with pause as 36-40 ms with a stable contactor.    

Oscillogram of transfer is shown on Fig. 10.3 for the blower drive with induction motor 3 MW, 
1490 rpm; the converting-regulating device is a PWM CSI with PWM rectifier. 
Electromechanical time constant of the drive is Tj = 13.6 s. Pause time is TP = 40 ms. Processes 
of loaded drive are represented.  
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Fig. 10.3 

Registered variables are as follows: iD – the DC link current of the CRD, is – stator current 
(module of the vector), us – stator voltage (module of the vector). 

Stator current doesn’t go to zero value while pause: stator is connected to capacitor battery of the 
converter output filter.  

A favorable case is represented: vector of stator flux linkages almost coincides with vector of 
supply flux linkage to the end of pause. And modules of vector coincide almost. As  a result, the 
free component of process is practically absent – 50 Hz oscillation is non-essential one in 
module of current vector. But electromagnetic and electromechanical processes go: increase of 
stator current and speed restoration. And they go with small over-regulation in current.   

Processes are represented on Fig. 10.4 for the same conditions as for Fig. 10.3, but with dereased 
lead of stator flux vector. Fig. 10.5 represent processes with the same conditions as for Fig. 10.3, 
but with increased supply voltage.  

The free component of stator current is very visible one in both cases. Over-current is much 
higher than in favorable case.   

And we should note, that processes are much less favorable in low-inertia drives, for example, in 
pump drives. 
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Fig. 10.4 
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Fig. 10.5 
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9.3.4. Switching with initial lead in velocity Переключение с начальным 
опережением по скорости 

A regime with lead in velocity 

Initial lead in velocity ∆v0 is ensured to provide angle velocity of the stator flux vector to this of  
the supply flux vector to the end of pause.   

Necessary lead is: 

.0 c
j

P M
T
T

v =∆  

Here Mc is load torque.  

Because of required lead, control loop for angle position of the stator flux vector can’t and 
shouldn’t operate before switching. Flux vectors of stator and supply system are rotating non-
synchronously in desired regime. Angle between vectors is changed in full range: –π − +π.  

Necessary lead in velocity is proportional to load torque. It is desired to ensure lead in 
dependence of really existing load torque. As a rule, a signal exists in a drive control system 
that is proportional to real load torque. For example, in a drive with PI speed regulator, output of 
the integral part of the speed regulator is proportional to load torque. 

For necessary lead, velocity reference should be: 

.c
j

P
PG M

T
Tvv +=   

With such reference, dependence of velocity from load torque is increasing one. Such 
characteristic “Drive” is shown on Fig. 10.6. And fan-type characteristic for load “Load” is 
shown.  

Crossing point of characteristics defines the steady-state regime. If characteristic of the drive 
corresponds to electromagnetic torque, such steady-state regime is unstable one. But in this case 
we have characteristic for velocity vs. load torque. And this steady-state regime is stable one.  

So the more stability is provided in closed-loop system. Processes are shown on Fig. 10.7 in a 
system with special speed regulator; these are processes while steps of load torque. 

Registered variables are as follows: vG – velocity reference, M – electromagnetic torque of the 
motor, (v – 1) – deviation of velocity from no-load level, Mc – load torque. 

After load step-up decrease of velocity occurs, and then a steady-state regime is set with excess 
of velocity above no-load level. Character of processes doesn’t differ practically from type 
processes of subordinate control system with PI speed regulator (Item 1.7). Thus closed-loop 
system is fully stable one. 
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Fig. 10.6 
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Fig. 10.7 

Regimes with overlap of contactors QF1, QB1 (in conducting state) 

Converting-regulating device is disabled initially in this variant, then contactor QB1 is turned on 
(stator becomes connected to supply system), and then contactor QF1 is turned off (stator 
becomes disconnected from output of the CRD).   
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With essential time TB for turning on of contactor QB1, command for this turning should be 
generated initially. It is desired to generate command for disabling of the CRD with time delay, 
to provide small pause time TP.   

Time interval TB since the 1st command till connection of stator to supply includes two sub-
intervals: 

1. Sub-interval with duration (TB – TP), when vector of motor flux is rotated with velocity  
lead ∆v0. 

2. Properly pause with duration TP, when flux vector is decelerated. Собственно пауза 
продолжительностью TP, когда вектор потока двигателя тормозится. 

Correspondingly, necessary lead angle in time moment of the 1st command should be: 
Соответственно, необходимое опережение по углу в момент подачи первой команды 
должно составлять: 
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 +−= Ωγ∆  

Regimes without overlap of contactors QF1, QB1 (in conducting state) 

Different variants for sequence of commands are possible in this case. We’ll consider the least 
favorable, but the most reliable variant: overlap of conducting state of contactors is eliminated 
with guarantee. Contactors QF1, QB1 are mutually blocked, turning on of contactor QB1 begins 
only after turning off of contactor QF1. And the command for disabling of the CRD is generated 
simultaneously with command for turning off for contactor QF1, to eliminate loop break of 
stator with operating CRD.   

In this case pause time includes approximately the time for turning of contactor QF1 and time 
time for turning on of contactor QB1.  This time may exceed by order corresponding time for 
variant with overlap of contactors.   

Necessary lead angle is for this case:  
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Ωγ∆ =  

Velocity lead and angle lead are suitable in this variant only for high-inertia drives: fans, turbo-
compressors and so on.  

Author had personal experience in practical implementation of such variant of synchronous 
transfer. Frequency start system for turbo-compressor drives with synchronous motors 20 MW, 
3000 rpm was developed and tuned under author’s direction and has been in operation  
since 1997.   

9.4. Conclusions for the chapter 

1. Frequency start is highly effective start method for AC motors, those do not need permanent 
speed control. The frequency start eliminates all the disadvantages of the direct start. 
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2. Besides of usual regimes of a controlled drive, an additional regime is provided in a 
frequency start system: automatic synchronization with supply system and automatic shock-
free switching of stator to supply system. This is enough complicated, important and 
definitely risky regime. 

3. Practically smooth switching to supply system is provided only in variant without pause in 
stator supply. In every variant with pause, electromagnetic and electromechanical transients 
begin after switching of stator to supply system. It is possible only to minimize over-current 
and torque oscillation. 
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10. TWO-ZONE SPEED CONTROL 

10.1. Application field and task of two-zone control 

10.1.1. Specific mechanisms 

Specific requirements to torque  

Two-zone speed control is used in DC and in controlled AC drives. But it is applicable in limited 
field with specific requirements to motor torque as function of speed. Curve 1 in Fig. 10.1 limits 
from top the type field of torque. 

Type drives where two-zone control is used are main drives of rolling mills and machine tools, 
traction drives. Let’s consider a machine tool for example and let’s suppose that a detail is 
proceeded with fewer diameters and with the same digging force and the same digging velocity; 
as a result torque is decreased and angle velocity should be increased. 

Main terms 

Angle velocity ω0, over that necessary torque decreases, is named as main velocity. Speed zone 
under main velocity |ω| ≤ ω0 is named as lower zone, speed zone over main one  
|ω| > ω0 is named as upper zone. Choice of drive traditionally is defined by conditions: 

 |MCA < MN for lower zone, |PCB < PN for upper zone. 

Correspondingly lower zone is named as zone of control with constant torque and upper zone is 
named as zone of control with constant power. 

Task of two-zone control 

What for they use two-zone control? Dimensions and price of motor are defined mainly by rated 
torque. Therefore two-zone control gives no effect concerning motor. But dimensions and price 
of a supplying converter are defined by dimensional power (more accurate this is product of 
necessary maximal voltage and necessary maximal current). If we don’t use two-zone control 
necessary dimensional power is: 

Pd1 = Mmaxωmax; 

with two-zone control this is: 

Pd2 = Mmaxω0. 
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Thus two-zone control is used for economy on converter. 

Fig. 10.1. Conditions for two-zone speed control 

General principle of two-zone control 

Two-zone control is implemented by weakening of motor field as for DC motor, as for AM, as 
for SM. In that way they exclude increase of converter output voltage with increasing speed or at 
least they limit sharply increase of voltage with speed. Therefore dimensional power of converter 
is decreased. 

Acceleration in upper zone 

Rated and maximal torques in upper zone are decreased in inverse proportion to speed. Therefore 
they usually decrease acceleration-deceleration in this zone with the same dependence from 
speed. 

10.1.2. Mass drives 

It was mentioned, (7.2), that optimal value of magnet flux for rated torque is essentially higher 
than rated torque of serial AC motor, designated for supply from power system. It is impossible 
to increase flux in rated regime of controlled drive as well: this requires higher stator voltage. 

Because of that, in most cases optimal value of the main speed, above that flux is weakened, 
is lower than motor rated speed. In such situation two-zone control is applicable not only 
for drives with specific load, but practically for all the drives. In mass drives of pumps, fans, 
grinding mills two-zone control means definite rise of field with decrease of speed from rated 
one. 
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10.2. Possibilities of asynchronous and synchronous drives concerning two-zone 
control 

10.2.1. Asynchronous drive 

Maximal torque of AM 

Torque of AM is limited with constant speed and constant stator voltage (thus with constant 
stator flux linkage ψs). With increasing current angle is increasing between vectors of stator flux 
linkages and rotor flux because of leakage inductance. Therefore rotor flux is decreasing (see 
vector diagram in Fig. 2.6). Limit of torque doesn’t play role with one-zone control mostly 
because relation is Mmax/MN ≈ 2-2.5. But limiting of torque is an important item with two-zone 
control. Relative value of maximal torque is: 
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In lower zone with increasing speed stator voltage is increasing also. But in upper zone, if 
voltage is limited, maximal torque is decreasing with speed in square. Maximal power  
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is not kept with increasing speed, it is decreasing. 

Thus curve 2 in Fig. 10.1 better corresponds to asynchronous drive than curve 1. 

It is possible to note that in DC drives maximal power is decreasing slightly with maximal speed. 
But in asynchronous drive this is decisive factor that limits range of field weakening. If we need 
maximal power Pmax = 1.5 with averaged value Lσ ≈ 0.2  and with Us = 1 then maximal speed is 
only vmax = 1.67. 

Especially difficult to provide wide range of field weakening for drives those require high ratio 
of maximal power. It is necessary to use frequency converter with more maximal output voltage 
in such cases. 

Two-zone control in open-loop system 

Such control is implemented by choice of equipment parameters and of coefficient U/f. Maximal 
output voltage of a frequency converter is achieved with definite frequency. Voltage is kept 
unchanged with further increase of frequency, and AM field is weakened. 

Two-zone control in vector control system of asynchronous drive 

Rotor flux is assigned in a vector control system of an asynchronous drive (see 4.1). The simplest 
way is to decrease flux reference in the upper zone in inverse proportion to speed. 

ψr.ref  =  ψr.ref0/(v/v0). 

In this case ratio for maximal power is provided for the upper zone the same as for main speed. 
But necessary stator voltage is increased with speed. For considered example of parameters with 
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maximal speed vmax = 2 and maximal power Pmax = 1.5 necessary voltage for steady-state regime 
(without dynamics) is Us.max ≈ 1.15. This isn’t too essential. 

Seeming difficulties appear with choice of standard AM for two-zone control. It is possible to 
recommend choosing a standard motor with rated torque according necessary torque and rated 
speed according to necessary maximal speed. Rated power of motor is increased in such choice 
but this doesn’t mean increased dimensions and price of motor. Rated output voltage of a 
frequency converter is chosen less than motor rated voltage and it is possible to find satisfactory 
variant choosing rated voltages. 

10.2.2. Synchronous drives 

Firs of all let us note that standard permanent magnet motors don’t provide possibility for 
essential field weakening. This is not occasional situation that in modern machine tools they use 
moving drives on the base of permanent magnet SM and main drives on the base of AM. Thus 
synchronous drives with two-zone speed control are medium- and high-power drives on the base 
of SM with electromagnet excitation. 

Such motor is a 3-dimensional object, and possibilities for two-zone control are more favorable 
than those for AM. Variant is possible for assigning energy regimes where stator voltage isn’t 
increasing practically in the upper zone. This is assignment of stator flux linkage that is changed 
in the upper zone as inverse proportional function of speed. As for the second energy variable 
different variants are possible. One of variants is assignment of zero reactive component of stator 
current. Vector diagram for such regime is shown in Fig. 10.2.  
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Fig. 10.2. Vector diagram for a synchronous drive in the upper zone 
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In such regime stator voltages and current (modules of vectors) don’t change practically in the 
upper zone. Range of field weakening is unlimited theoretically concerning steady-state regimes. 
Author achieved relation vmax/v0 = 5 on experimental bench. 

10.3. Real ranges for the upper zone 

We considered conditions for the upper zone taking into account steady-state regimes. Analysis 
is much more complicate if we take into account dynamics also. It is possible to accept that 
suitable range in the upper zone is limited with approximate values vmax/v0 ≈ 1.5 for 
asynchronous drives and vmax/v0 ≈ 2 for synchronous ones. 

It is useful to note that in DC drives they use wider range very seldom. For example in reels of 
sheet rolling mills speed range with constant power achieves values vmax/v0 ≈ 7-10. But they use 
drives with range vmax/v0 ≈ 1.5-2, thus dimensional power of converter is overstated essentially. 

10.4. An example of processes of drive with two-zone control 

An example is shown in Fig. 10.3. These are processes of a model of a synchronous drive with 
vector control, with orientation on rotor axes, with rotor position sensor. Frequency converter in 
this example is one on the base of current inverter with PWM.  

Fig. 10.3. An example of processes with two-zone speed control 

Following variables are registered: 

• main magnet flux ψFδ (filtered signal); 

• electromagnet torque MF (filtered signal); 

• speed reference vref; 

• speed v; 

• DC link current iRFD (filtered signal). 

Bandwidth for all the filters is 1000 rad/s. 
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Processes are demonstrated as follows: acceleration up to maximal speed, load step-up, load 
step-down, deceleration to zero speed. Maximal power of drive is Pmax = 2.5 in this example, 
speed range in the upper zone is vmax/v0 = 2. Magnet flux is halved with maximal speed. It is 
possible to note that acceleration-deceleration is decreased with increase of speed over main one. 
Processes have desired type view. 

10.5. Conclusions for the chapter 

1. Two-zone speed control is used in narrow application field. Task is to decrease a dimensional 
power of converter. 

2. Drives operate in the upper zone with limiting of continuous and maximal power (but not of 
torque). Acceleration-deceleration are decreased with increasing speed. 

3. Real speed ranges in the upper zone achieve value vmax/v0 ≈ 1.5 for asynchronous drives and 
vmax/v0 ≈ 2 for synchronous ones. 
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11. SOFT START OF ASYNCHRONOUS AND SYNCHRONOUS DRIVES  
Above considered controlled AC drives and frequency start systems have wide opportunities 
concerning quality of regimes. But so called “soft start” devices are widely used in practice as 
well. These devices are much simpler and much cheaper than frequency converters of controlled 
drives, but they have much weaker opportunities. 

11.1. Main circuits of a drive with soft starter and principle of operation 

The diagram is represented on Fig. 11.1. 
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Fig. 11.1 

The base of the soft starter is thyristor voltage regulator. Voltage is regulated by three pairs of 
anti-parallel thyristors VU, VV, VW (thyristor arms in a MV device). Control device AC gives 
pulses for conducting of thyristors. Voltage is changed by phase shift of pulses relatively supply 
voltages. 

Phase shift is decreased during motor acceleration; stator voltage rises.  After accomplishment of 
acceleration bypass contactor is turned on; stator motor becomes connected immediately to 
supply system. 
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The diagram is represented for an example with synchronous motor. In this case excitation 
winding is connected to circuit with resistor RP and pair of anti-parallel thyristors VEP (as for 
direct start). 

An interval of process is shown on Fig. 11.2, explaining principle of soft start.  
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Fig. 11.2 

Following variables are shown: 

• ePA – equivalent phase EMF of supply system;  

• xL1 – command for conducting state of thyristor VU1;  

• zV1 –  conducting state of thyristor VU1;   

• isA – phase current.  

In this example pulse for conducting state is lagging from begin of corresponding half-period of 
supply voltage; phase lag is close to π/2. 

Phase current is discontinuous one: time intervals exist with zero current. Current of the thyristor 
is cut before finish of command for conducting state. 

11.2. Control methods 

11.2.1.  Control in open-loop system 

Phase shift of control pulses relatively supply voltages is changed according to definite program. 
Phase shift is characterized by control angle βL. It is accepted here that value of control angle  
βL = 0 corresponds to half-period lag of pulse relatively begin of corresponding half-period of 
supply voltage. Changes of control angle in positive direction correspond to shift of pulses in 
leading direction. 
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Usually the angle βL rises quickly in begin of start up to definite value βL1, providing necessary 
starting current. Then the angle βL rises slowly to value βL = π/2. The last value corresponds to 
full stator voltage. After that bypass contactor is turned on. 

11.2.2. Control with current limiting 

Current feedback is used through current transformers. The level of current limit is set. Control 
angle βL is changed in closed-loop system of current control. When the angle βL achieves level, 
close to βL = π/2, bypass contactor is turned on. 

11.3. An example of processes in asynchronous drive 

Parameters are as follows: 

• Electromechanical time constant: Tj = 10 s. 

• Ratio of direct start current: Idst/IN = 6. 

• Ratio of direct start torque: Mdst/MN = 0.7. 

Results of simulation are represented on Fig. 11.3; initial stage of start is shown on Fig. 11.4.  

Following variables are registered: 

• βL – control angle; 

• is – stator current (module of current vector); 

• M – motor electromagnetic torque; 

• v – velocity. 

The variables are represented as relative values with commonly accepted choice of base values 
for the motor. 

Three stages can be marked: 

1. Rise of the angle βL from initial negative value to value βL ≈ 0. Stator current and torque 
rise softly. 

2. Stator current is supported at programmed level. The programmed level in this example is  
IGs = 4.5. The angle βL  is changed very slowly close to value βL = 0. Torque rises with rising 
speed.  

3. After instant when torque achieves its maximal value, quick fall of stator current and torque 
begins. The angle βL achieves its maximal level quickly. The start finishes. Bypass contactor 
is turned on. 
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Fig. 11.3 
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Fig. 11.4 

11.4. Specifics of processes in synchronous drive 

Start processes of synchronous drive are represented on Fig. 11.5 for a case with relatively low 
fan-type load. The start processes are shown on Fig. 11.6 for a case with constant load torque, 
close to rated torque (grinding mill drive). 
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Fig. 11.5 
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Fig. 11.6 

Essential alternating current exists in excitation winding; it has frequency of slip. The current 
is closed through discharging circuit of the excitation winding. 

Alternating excitation current causes essential torque ripples. 

Well-timed turning on of the exciter is necessary one, as while direct start. 
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11.5. Heating of a motor 

Heating to finish of start time TA can be characterized by parameter TQ: 

∫=
AT

sQ dtiT
0

2 .  

Values of this parameter are represented in Table 11.1 for an example according to Item 11.3. 
Values are related to this for direct start.  

Table 11.1 

Heating of motor after direct start and after soft start 

Current limit Relation of heating  
to value for direct start  

TQ/ TQ. dst 

4.5 IN 1.15 

4 IN 1.30 

Heating of motor isn’t decreased by soft start; it is increased in contrary. The lower is current 
limit the higher is heating. 

11.6. Influence on power supply system 

Soft starter eliminates deep voltage sag at point of common coupling from that the device is 
supplied. With direct start such sag is caused by transient stator over-current. 

But operation of soft starter distorts voltage at point of common coupling strongly. 

An interval of soft start is shown on Fig. 11.7 for the asynchronous drive according to Item 11.3. 

Following variables are registered: 

• ePAB – equivalent line-to-line EMF of supply system;  

• uPAB – line-to-line voltage at point at point of common coupling; 

• isA – phase current; 

• is – module of current vector. 

Voltage at point of common coupling is distorted essentially. Distortion can be characterized by 
coefficient of harmonuc distortion (Total Harmonic Distortion – THD, see further, Chapter 12).  

.
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Fig. 11.7 

In this example the coefficient achieves level KUH = 0.068. International Standard  
IEC 61000-2-12 permits short-time level KUH < 0.11; Russian Standard GOST 13109-97 permits 
short-time level KUH < 0.08.  

Distortion of voltage is characterized additionally by coefficients of harmonics; for the harmonic 
with number n the coefficient is defined as  KUn = Un/U1. Values of coefficients for considered 
example are shown on Fig. 11.8 in function of harmonic number.  
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Fig. 11.8 
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Permitted short-time values KUn.GOSTst are shown for comparison according to requirements of the 
Russian Standard. These are harder ones then requirements of the International Standard. In this 
example requirements of the Russian Standard are satisfied with minimal resource for 
coefficients of harmonics as well.  

But relation of short-circuit power for the point of common coupling to rated full power of the 
motor is Ssc/SN = 40 in this example. Thus we need enough powerful supply system to satisfy 
Standards. 

11.7. Conclusions for the chapter 

1. In every case soft starter eliminates main disadvantages of direct start: shock of stator current 
and oscillating torque with high amplitude. This increases many-times resource of a motor 
and of a mechanism. 

2. In every case soft starter doesn’t decrease motor heating. In contrary, heating is increased. 

3. Only in seldom cases soft start device decreases unfavorable influence on supply system. 
Deep voltage sag is eliminated that caused by transient over-current while begin of direct 
start. But strong voltage distortion occurs in supply system from soft starter. Enough  
powerful supply system is necessary one. 
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12. CONTROLLED AC DRIVE AND POWER SUPPLY SYSTEM 
Electromagnetic compatibility with power supply system is one of deciding factors for choice of 
kind and parameters of a controlled AC drive. This is especially important for high-power drives. 

Disturbances in power supply system influence on a drive. And drive operation influence on 
other equipment in supply system.   

Electromagnetic compatibility means: 

1. A drive operates normally with allowable disturbances in power supply system. 

2. Operation of a drive doesn’t cause inadmissible disturbances, affecting other equipment, 
supplied from the power supply system. 

Two causes exist for higher importance of electromagnetic compatibility for CIS and for some East-European 
countries: 

1. Technical policy was hold during decades to split power in supply systems of industry objects. Short-circuit 
power on power supply buses was decreased artificially. This provides opportunity to use more compact and 
less expensive commutation apparatuses. But this increases influence of disturbances in supply on controlled 
drives and back influence of controlled drives on other equipment. 

2. Standard for power quality, operating in most of CIS countries, is even more hard then International Standard.  

Mentioned situation leads to important conclusion: not every controlled drive can operate in 
every power supply system. 

Considered kinds of a frequency converter include two converters: machine side and line side 
converters. Interaction of a drive with power supply network is defined, first of all, by kind of 
line side converter. 

12.1. Normal and maximal permissible deviations in power supply system 

Requirements are defined for MV systems by International Standard IEC61000-2-12. 
Corresponding Russian Standard is GOST 13109-97. 

Requirements cover load nodes – points of common coupling (PCC) of public designation, 
supplying other equipment, besides of controlled drives, non-regulated motors for example. In 
case of supplying controlled drives only, we can consider load node of higher level as PCC.  
The Standard limits normal (long-term) and maximal (short-term) deviations. Deviations should 
be in normal limits with probability 95 % for time interval 24 h. This gives enough long time 
intervals for maximal deviations. 

A specialist in electric drives can conclude: 

1. Equipment should operate with maximal deviations in power supply system. 

2. From other side, a controlled drive should not cause disturbances in power supply 
system over normally permissible values, in steady-state regimes, at least. 
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12.1.1. Deviation of vector module and of frequency of voltage in PCC 

Normally permissible steady-state deviation of voltage (module of vector) is δU = + 5 % UN. 
Maximal permissible steady-state deviation of voltage δU = + 10 % UN. 

The International Standard defines maximal deviation of frequency δf = + 1 Hz. 
The Russian Standard limits normal permissible  deviation of frequency δf = + 0.2 Hz and maximal permissible 
deviation δf = + 0.4 Hz. 

12.1.2. Asymmetry of voltages 

We consider phasors in complex plane corresponding to sinusoidal processes. Projection of 
phasor (for example, phasor UAB1, Fig. 12.1) on axis +j gives sinusoidal process uAB1(t), if this 
phasor is rotated in positive direction. If RMS values are used for modules of phasors, projection 
should be multiplied by √2. 
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Fig. 12.1 

Symmetrical 3-phase system is characterized by symmetrical triangle (for example, by triangle 
A1, B1, C1 on Fig. 12.1). In a system of direct sequence, phasor UBC1 lags in comparison with 
phasor UAB1, and phasor UCA1 lags in comparison with phasor UBC1. 

Asymmetrical system of line-to-line voltages may be represented as sum of symmetrical systems 
of direct and of reverse sequences, as it is shown on Fig. 12.1. 

Asymmetry on reverse sequence is characterized by relation of voltages U2 and U1:  

K2U = U2 / U1. 

Recommended approximate formula for coefficient of asymmetry is (IEC61000-2-12): 
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The Standard considers compatibility level for this coefficient K2U = 0.02 and maximal value  
K2U = 0.03. 
The Russian Standard limits normal permissible value K2U = 0.02 and maximal value K2U = 0.04. 

12.1.3. Voltage distortion 

Higher harmonics 

Considering a supply voltage process (for example, a line-to-line voltage) as a periodical process 
without constant component, we can represent this process by harmonic series (Fourier series): 

( ) ,...3,2,1,sin2)( =+= ∑ ntnUtu nn
n

αω  

Thus process is sum of sinusoidal processes. Angle frequencies of components are integer 
multiples of fundamental angle frequency ω. In this case ω is supply angle frequency, numbers n 
are harmonics order, Un is RMS for corresponding harmonic. Components with n > 1 are higher 
harmonics.  

The Standard limits coefficient of voltage distortion by higher harmonics – total harmonic 
distortion (THD): 
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Normal permissible value for THD is KU = 0.08 and maximal permissible level is KU = 0.12. 
According to Russian Standard, normal permissible value for THD is KU = 0.05 and maximal permissible level is  
KU = 0.08. 

Besides of that, the Standard IEC61000-2-12 limits coefficients of harmonics KUn = Un /U1. 
Diagram Fig. 12.2 represents normal permissible values limits KUn.Intl. 
Additionally values are shown KUn.Rus, according to the Russian Standard. 

Maximal permissible values, according to the Standard, are connected with normal permissible 
values by multiplier kn.max: 

.505for ),5(
45

7.03.1;51for ,3.1 max.max. ≤<−+=≤<= nnknk nn  

The Russian Standard sets coefficient kn.max:=1.5 for all the higher harmonics. 

Interharmonics 

For some kinds of controlled drives, input currents include other components, besides of those 
with frequencies integer multiple of supply frequency. This cause corresponding components in 
voltages in point of common coupling. As a result, voltages in this point aren’t periodical 
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processes. Mentioned components are interharmonics. The International Standard recommends 
to limit coefficients for interharmonics by values for next even harmonics. As it is seen on  
Fig. 12.2, permissible values are very small ones. 
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Fig. 12.2 

12.2. Influence of disturbances in supply system on controlled drive 

Immunity of a controlled drive to disturbances in supply system may be considered as the most 
important feature providing regime reliability of this drive. Disturbances from a mechanism are 
smoothed by mechanical inertia of the aggregate. But many disturbances from supply system 
occur almost instantaneously; it isn’t easy to provide immunity. 

12.2.1. Change of module of voltage vector on supply bus 

This kind of disturbance has enough high probability. A disturbance can be caused by system 
over-load, by direct start of high-power AC motor, by symmetrical short-circuit in supply 
system. 

Change of voltage in range over setting for under-voltage protection 

A drive should operate with full load while changes of supply voltage in limits 90-110 % of rated 
voltage (by the Standard). Expanded limits are required for some applications.  

Resource in voltage isn’t high one in mass controlled drives. And stator voltage becomes lower 
also with lower supply voltage. Every standard motor provides continuous operation with full 
load even with decreased stator voltage as 90 % of rated voltage. But, naturally, it operates with 
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decreased magnet flux and increased stator current. It is important to provide increased 
continuous current for a frequency converter also. 

Besides of that, a drive shouldn’t be tripped while long-term decrease of supply voltage, but in 
range over setting of under-voltage protection (70-85 % of rated voltage). To satisfy this 
condition, control system of a drive should automatically decrease speed while over-load on 
stator current. 

And, at last, a drive shouldn’t be tripped while step-type changes of supply voltage in mentioned 
range. 

Regimes are considered here for frequency converter on the base of CSI with PWM. 
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Fig. 12.3 
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Fig. 12.4 

Fig. 12.3 represent processes while step-down of supply voltage from level 105 % of rated 
voltage to level 90 %. Fig. 12.4 represents processes while step-type restoration of supply 
voltage. Processes are registered for a pump drive with induction motor and frequency converter 
on the base of CSI with PWM, with PWM rectifier (Chapter 5). 

Following variables (relative values) are registered: iD – DC link current, uP – voltage on supply 
bus (module of vector), ψe – rotor flux (module of vector), v – velocity. 

DC link current is decreased very quickly after step-down of supply voltage. Then this current 
grows under operation of current regulator. Magnet flux is decreased by flux regulator, because 
its reference depends on supply voltage. In new steady-state regime flux is lower, and stator 
current is higher, than in previous regime. 

After step-type restoration of supply voltage, DC link current grows quickly. Current regulator 
prevents further growing and then decreases the current. Flux regulator increases magnet flux.  

It is necessary to note, that opportunity exists for drive trip by instantaneous over-current 
protection while current jump after step-up of supply voltage. This is possible with low quick-
responsibility of current regulator. 

Represented processes correspond to a drive with enough high electromechanical time constant. 
In a case of low-inertia drive speed changes occur while steps of supply voltage. Current dip 
after step-down of supply voltage causes decrease of motor torque, velocity begins decreasing; 
then it is restored. In contrary, quick rise of the DC link current after step-up of supply voltage 
causes short-time increase of speed. 

Fall of voltage under setting of under-voltage protection 

Protection tripped a drive in such cases. 
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Auto-restart is provided after voltage restoration, if required. An example of processes is shown 
on Fig. 12.5. 

The same variables are registered, as on Fig. 12.3, 10.4. But instead of DC link current  iD 
filtered variable iFD is registered; time constant of filter is TIDF = 1 ms. 

After fall of supply voltage, DC link current falls very quickly to zero level. Magnet flux relaxes, 
and drive is decelerated. After supply restoration, magnet flux and velocity are restored. 
Oscillogram corresponds to low-inertia drive; in this case essential loss of speed occurs while 
pause. 
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Fig. 12.5 

12.2.2. Distortion of supply voltage by higher harmonics 

Distortion is caused as by operation of a controlled drive itself, as by neighbor equipment. 

In definite cases of power supply a separate section of switch-gear is used for controlled drives 
only. In such cases it is possible to consider this section as autonomous system; requirements of 
the Standard concerning voltage quality do not cover this system. Voltage distortion is especially 
essential in those cases. 

Influence of the distortion on controlled drive is the least in case of non-controlled diode rectifier 
on line side of a VSI with PWM (Chapter 4). 

In cases with controlled converter on line side, as for VSI with PWM as for CSI with PWM, 
distortion influence on a drive through control of the mentioned converter. Control pulses of 
semiconductor elements are synchronized with supply voltage. Distortion of supply voltage 
influence on synchronization. 
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One of synchronization methods is use of equivalent flux linkages instead of voltages. For an 
example, integrated vector is used: 

.L
b

L p
uψ Ω

=  

Higher harmonics are suppressed essentially in integrated signal. Of course, approximate 
integration is implemented in real systems. 

Such method provides an additional opportunity to eliminate influence of own higher harmonics 
of this drive. We can consider power supply system relatively terminals where we measure 
voltages as EMF source eP (vector) with internal resistance RP and internal inductance LP. Flux 
linkage ψP 

 of the source is restored according to equation: 
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A general feature of enough perfect control system is opportunity of operation even with high 
distortion of supply voltage. One of ways is a local servo-system in control algorithm. Such 
system has filtering features, but doesn’t involve phase error. 

12.2.3. Disturbance in symmetry of voltages 

This kind of disturbance is probably the heaviest one for a controlled drive. And probability of 
such disturbance is much higher than deep symmetrical voltage decrease: line-to-line short 
circuit has much higher probability than symmetrical 3-phase short circuit. By the way, 
immunity test for voltage dip is set, for an example by the IEEE Standard, for such 
unsymmetrical dip. 

Component of lower frequency, than main frequency of pulsation, arises in voltage (current) of 
the DC link with asymmetry of supply voltages. For an example, with 6-pulse rectifier main 
harmonic of pulsation has frequency 6fP (fP is supply frequency). With asymmetry harmonic with 
frequency 2fP arises. Such component arises in more complicated converter on line side as well. 

Filtering ability of an accumulating element in the DC link are not enough usually for such 
relatively low frequency. As a result, essential level of pulsation arises in voltage of capacitor of 
a VSI or in current of reactor in CSI. Pulsation passes into stator currents, causing additional 
pulsation of torque. In a closed-loop control system pulsation, through feedback signals, may 
move regulators on limits in such regimes, where they still should operate. 

Because of that, protection is provided in controlled drives against disturbance in symmetry. For 
example, a drive is tripped with difference of the highest and the lowest line-to-line voltage more 
than 5 % of rated voltage and with time of disturbance more than 1 s. 

Causes for disturbance in symmetry have the same nature, that those causing deep symmetrical 
sags in voltages. If auto-restart is provided after restoration of voltage level, this is expedient 
after restoration of symmetry. 
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12.3. Influence of a controlled drive on supply system 

A controlled drive influence on supply system by following features: 

• reactive power consumed from the system; 

• higher harmonics in currents consumed from the system; 

• quick and often changes of active power consumed from the system by high-performance 
drive. 

Influence on supply system is defined mainly by kind of frequency converter, namely by kind of 
line side converter (as immunity to disturbances in supply system). Most applied kinds of line 
side converter are considered: 

• diode rectifier in a frequency converter on the base of VSI with PWM; 

• thyristor rectifier-inverter in a frequency converter on the base of CSI with PWM; 

• PWM rectifier with input LC filter in a frequency converter on the base of VSI with PWM; 

• PWM rectifier in a frequency converter on the base of CSI with PWM. 

12.3.1. Reactive power consumed from supply system 

Reactive power, consumed by a drive, increases energy losses in supply system. Changes in 
reactive power cause changes of voltage in a point of common coupling, supplying a drive. 

Drives with diode rectifier and with PWM rectifier have good characteristics concerning input 
reactive power. This power hasn’t high value. 

More essential is reactive power, consumed by a drive on the base of CSI with PWM, with 
thyristor converter on line side. But in pump-fan drives special measures provide reactive power 
in limit  Q1 < (0.4-0.6)*SN, where SN is rated full power of a motor. 

An example of characteristics for input active and reactive power P1, Q1 is represented on  
Fig. 12.6 in function of relative velocity v. 
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Fig. 12.6 

Characteristics are represented for one-zone and for two-zone control P1oz, Q1oz и P1tz, Q1tz. With 
two-zone control main speed is set lower than rated speed, and flux below main speed is higher 
than rated flux. Control angle of rectifier almost isn’t changed above main speed. Such control 
decreases reactive power.  

12.3.2. Voltage distortion in load node from drive operation 

Currents, consumed by a drive, differ from sinusoidal ones. This causes distortion of voltage in 
load node (point of common coupling). The Standards limit as coefficient of voltage distortion 
(THD) KUH, as coefficients for harmonics KUn (Item. 10.1.3).  

Usually limits for coefficients of harmonics play definitive role; if conditions are satisfied for 
these coefficients, conditions for THD are satisfied as well. 

Voltage distortion depends on type of line side converter in a controlled drive. 

Diode rectifier of a frequency converter on the base of VSI with PWM 

Simplified time diagram of voltages and currents of a 6-pulse diode rectifier is shown on  
Fig. 12.7.  
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Fig. 12.7 

The following variables are shown: 

• eLU – phase EMF of the equivalent source of supply system; 

• iDL – output current of the rectifier; 

• uCD – voltage of capacitor connected to rectifier output; 

• iLU – phase input current of the rectifier. 

Harmonic content of input current is represented on Fig. 12.8. Relative amplitudes of harmonics 
are shown, beginning from the 2nd harmonic. 

Coefficients of harmonics KUn in point of common coupling are represented on Fig. 12.9 for ratio 
of short-circuit power Ssc /SN = 33. Coefficients are shown in comparison with normally 
permissible values KUn.Rus and KUn.Intl corresponding to the Russian and International Standards. 
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Fig. 12.8 
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Fig. 12.9 

For this ratio of short-circuit power coefficient KU5 of the 5th harmonic is definitive one; it 
coincides practically with permissible value according to the Russian Standard. Concerning the 
International Standard, with this short-circuit ratio resource exists in coefficients: approximately 
1.5-times for the 5th harmonic and approximately 2-times resource for rest of harmonics.   

Diode rectifiers with higher pulse number are used in high-power drives: 12-pulse and even 36-
pulse ones. Harmonics with numbers 5, 7, 17, 19, 29, 31,… are practically eliminated in 12-pulse 
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rectifier, and ones with numbers 5, 7, 11, 13, 17, 19, 23, 25, 29, 31,… are in 36-pulse rectifier. 
But amplitudes of remained harmonics are the same as in 6-pulse rectifier. Because of that, effect 
of multi-pulse rectifiers isn’t too essential one. This is marked further comparing different kinds 
of a drive. 

Thyristor rectifier of a frequency converter on the base of CSI with PWM 

An example with 18-pulse rectifier is considered. 

Idealized processes are shown on Fig. 12.10 for one of steady-state regimes. Ratio of short-
circuit power is here Ssc/SN = 50. 
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Fig. 12.10 

Following variables are shown: 

• uPAB – one of line-to-line voltages in point of common coupling; одно из линейных 
напряжений в точке общего присоединения; 

• iD – output current of the rectifier; 

• iPA – one of phase input currents of the rectifier; 

• uDL – output voltage of the rectifier.  

Concerning harmonics, enough universal characteristics are shown on Fig. 12.11, 10.12. 
Coefficients BUn = (Ssc / SN)*KUn (n = 17, 19, 35, 37) are represented.  
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Fig. 12.11 
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Fig. 12.12 

Characteristic Fig. 12.11 corresponds to constant load torque; Fig. 12.12 does to fan-type load. 
Characteristics calculated for two-zone control, with increasing of flux below rated speed. 
Parameters for these characteristics are as follows:  

• Commutation inductance Lc = 0.1. 

• Main velocity v0 = 0.9. 

• Control angle of rectifier in rated regime αL = 25o. 
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It is necessary to note, that amplitudes of harmonics depend on commutation inductance: with 
higher inductance amplitudes are lower ones. 

Represented characteristics give an opportunity to find conditions of electromagnetic 
compatibility for each concrete application. Operation range of speed should be taken into 
account (with probability not less than 95 %). Inside of this range requirements of the 
corresponding Standard should be satisfied for normally permissible values of harmonics; 
outside of this range requirements should be satisfied for maximal permissible values. 

Example 1. A pump drive is considered with real operational speed range v = 0.6-1. Maximal 
values of coefficients BUn are as follows: BU17 ≈ 0.6, BU19 ≈ 0.54, BU35 ≈ 0.4, BU37 ≈ 0.37. 
Requirements of the International Standard are considered. Normally permissible coefficients of 
harmonics are as follows: KU17 = 0.02, KU19 = 0.0176, KU35 = 0.0083, KU37 = 0.0077. Relation of 
short-circuit power for a harmonic is: Kscn = Ssc / SN = KUn / BUn. Necessary values are: Ksc17 ≈ 30, 
Ksc19 ≈ 31, Ksc35 ≈ 48, Ksc37 ≈ 48. In this example definitive role is played by the 35th and the  
37th harmonics. Required relation is Ssc / SN = 48. 

In this example maximal values of coefficient BUn for the operational speed range coincide with 
maximal values for the entire speed range. And with accepted short-circuit power coefficients of 
harmonics will not exceed normally permissible values even while starting. 

Example 2. A grinding mill drive is considered with real operational speed range v = 0.6-1. 
Maximal values of coefficients BUn (Fig. 12.12) in considered speed range are as follows:  
BU17 ≈ 0.8, BU19 ≈ 0.68, BU35 ≈ 0.45, BU37 ≈ 0.43. Normally permissible values according to the 
International Standard are the same as in previous example. Necessary values of short-circuit 
power relation for harmonics are: Kscn = Ssc / SN = KUn / BUn; Ksc17 ≈ 40, Ksc19 ≈ 39, Ksc35 ≈ 54, 
Ksc37 ≈ 56. Required relation is Ssc / SN = 56. 

In this example maximal values of coefficients BUn for the entire speed range exceed those for 
the operational speed range. But relation of mentioned values for each harmonic doesn’t exceed 
level Kmo = 1.3. This means that coefficients of harmonics will not exceed maximal permissible 
levels while starting.  

PWM rectifier of a frequency converter on the base of CSI with PWM 

Such converter includes filter capacitor on line side (Fig. 5.3). Input filter provides good filtering 
of higher harmonics, satisfactory form of the drive input current and low distortion of voltage on 
supply bus. 

Fig. 12.13 represents oscillogram for a steady-state regime of a drive, close to rated regime.  This 
is a case of weak supply system; relation of short-circuit power is Ssc / SN = 15. 

Registered variables are as follows (relative values): 

• ePA – equivalent phase EMF of the supply system; 

• iD – DC link current; 

• iPA – input phase current; 

• ∆uPA – deviation of phase voltage on supply bus from equivalent EMF (10-times expanded). 
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Fig. 12.13 

Fig. 12.14 demonstrates relative amplitudes of voltage harmonics on supply bus ∆uPnm for those 
processes. 
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Fig. 12.14 
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Coefficients of harmonics are much lower than normally permissible values according to the 
Standards. Coefficient of distortion (THD) in this case is KUH ≈ 0.025. This is 3-times lower than 
normally permissible value by the International Standard.  

Comparison of different types of rectifier concerning requirements to power supply system 

Approximate analysis is performed on necessary relation of short-circuit power for pump-fan 
drives with different types of line side converter. Results are shown in Table 10.1.   

Table 10.1. Requirements to supply system for pump-fan drives 

Required relation of short-circuit power Ssc / SN 

According to IEC 61000-2-12 According to GOST 13109-97 

 

Type of rectifier 

One drive k drives One drive k drives 

Diode 6-pulse 27 27*k 40 40*k 

Diode 12-pulse 20 20*k 26 26*k 

Diode 36-pulse 20 20*k 20 20*k 

Thyristor 18-pulse 50 50*√k 50 50*√k 

PWM rectifier with input filter 10 10*√k 14 14*√k 

As it was mentioned, multi-pulse diode rectifier doesn’t provide essential effect. The best 
situation is one for PWM rectifier with input filter. Such drive may be supplied even from source 
of compatible rated power 

Interharmonics 

Besides of higher harmonics, input currents of a real drive include additional components. 
Frequency of such a component isn’t integer multiple of supply frequency. These are so called 
interharmonics. 

These components pass through a frequency converter from stator circuit.  

This feature was especially obvious one in cyclo-converters; this was an incurable illness of that 
type of frequency converter. 

But this disadvantage isn’t fully eliminated in modern converters with PWM rectifier. Because of 
interharmonics, input currents of a frequency converter and voltages on supply bus aren’t 
periodical processes, in the strict sense.  

As an example, part of spectrum of voltage on supply bus is shown on Fig. 12.15. This 
corresponds to a drive on the base of CSI with PWM, with PWM rectifier. Ratio of short-circuit 
power for this example is Ssc/SN = 15. Namely frequency range is shown with interharmonics. In 
this range solid spectrum is seen in general, that characterizes non-periodical process. 

The International Standard IEC61000-2-12 recommends to limit coefficients of interharmonics in 
a point of common coupling. Limits are accepted as for next odd harmonic. These limits are 
shown on Fig. 12.15. Approximately 1.5-times resource is seen in this example, and this with 
extremely weak supply system. Though, this is an unwanted feature.   
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Definite perspectives for essential suppression of interharmonics are seen with improved 
methods of modulation for machine side converter. 

12.3.3. Quick and often changes of active power 

This feature plays important role with high-power high-performance drives, for example, with 
main drives of reversible plate rolling mills. 

Energy capacity of accumulating elements in modern controlled drives is relatively small one. 
And changes in active power, consumed from supply system, differ little from motor 
electromagnetic power. 

Quick change of active power, consumed from supply system, causes quick shift of voltage 
vector in the point of common coupling. Vector goes in side of lag while rise of power, and it 
goes in side of lead while decrease of power. Shift angle δU is definite by approximate equation: 

.tg Pa
P

P
U i

E
L

≈δ   

Designations are as follows: EP – equivalent EMF of supply system, LP – equivalent inductance 
of the system, iPa – active component of current, consumed by a drive from supply system 
(relative values). 

Changes exist of instantaneous angle frequency of voltage on supply bus in mentioned processes 

While quick shift of voltage vector in lag side, torques of all the motors, supplied from this point 
of common coupling, are changed quickly in negative direction. These motors are decelerated. 
Inverse situation exist while quick shift of voltage in lead side. Mentioned motors try to “help” in 
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operation of the high-performance drive. Essential and often repeated changes of torque in 
neighbor motors are unsuitable as for motors, as for driven mechanisms. 

Unfortunately, the only suitable solution is move of point of common coupling to level of higher 
voltage and of higher short-circuit power. For example, separate section of MV switch-gear is 
designated for high-performance drives; this section is supplied from separate secondary winding 
of step-down transformer. Such case was mentioned in Item 10.1.  

12.4. Conclusions for the chapter 

1. Conditions of electromagnetic compatibility with power supply system define, in many 
respects, choice of type and parameters of a high-power controlled AC drive. In some cases 
these conditions influence on choice of supply scheme. 

2. Disturbances in supply system are the heaviest ones for a controlled drive because of 
unpredictability and of instantaneous character. Enough perfect controlled drive should 
operate with its claimed features while normally permissible disturbances in supply system 
and should continue operation while maximal permissible disturbances. 

3. With correct choice of type and parameters of a drive and of supply system, influence of the 
drive doesn’t affect quality of energy in a point of common coupling outside of normally 
permissible limits. The most compatible with supply system are modern drives with PWM 
converter and filter on line side. 
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12. CONCLUSIONS 
1. This introduction gives an insight on controlled AC drives. First of all it is directed on task of 

drive choice for concrete applications. Besides of that such presentation might be useful for 
drives tuning and for check of regimes of operating drives. 

2. The base of accepted approach are: 

• requirements to controlled drives from mechanisms; 

• commonly accepted methods for satisfaction of those requirements taking into account 
decades of experience with controlled DC drives; 

• regimes of motor as heart of a controlled drive. 

3. Asynchronous motors are simpler but synchronous ones have more efficiency. These factors 
define application fields of motors. 

4. Controlled AC drives provide possibility to satisfy every requirement concerning regulation 
and electromechanical features including hardest ones. Additional possibilities exist to near 
energy regimes to optimal ones; possibilities of synchronous drives are wider in this sense. 

5. Full-value control is possible only in closed-loop automatic regulation system. Frequency 
control of speed in open-loop system is suitable only for asynchronous drives at that in cases 
with seldom start-stop regimes.  

6. Qualitative solution for tasks of controlled asynchronous drives is achieved by field oriented 
vector control; this for synchronous drives is achieved by rotor oriented vector control. 

7. Solution is possible without encoder on motor shaft for drives without high requirements. But 
encoder is necessary for high-performance drives. 

8. Electromagnetic compatibility with power supply system is one of main problem in 
application of controlled drives, especially high-power drives. 

9. It is necessary to note that intensive development is continued for controlled drives as in 
general as in components: motors, frequency converters, control. Therefore many concerns 
aren’t final ones. 

 


